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Abstract

The article is concerned with the vector form factors of the weak current
of semileptonic decays of hyperons. Our main interest is in the asymmetry of
the form factor .Fi(O); for a precise determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix element Vus the asymmetry has to be taken into account. In addition
we look at the form factor ^(0), which is related to the baryon magnetic
moments. Using chiral perturbation theory we analyse the leading singularities
of these form factors.
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Introduction

The information concerning the matrix element Vus of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix derives from semileptonic decays of K-mesons and of hyperons. The main
problem in the determination of Vus from the experimental information on these

decays stems from the fact that the transition amplitude involves a matrix element
of the weak current between hadronic states, which cannot be calculated ab initio
with presently known techniques.

In the case of the decays K —> xlu, the axial current does not contribute. The
meson matrix element of the vector current involves two form factors f+(q2), /_(ç2).
The contribution generated by /_ is proportional to the lepton mass. In the
electronic decay channel this contribution is therefore negligibly small. Furthermore,
the g2-dependence of the form factor /+ can be determined experimentally on the
basis of the Dalitz plot distribution. With this information, the data on the decays
K+ —? n°e+ue and Kl —* 7r~e+^e allow one to very accurately determine the quantities

|K» • /+ +x°(0)| and |K» • f+L*~(0)\. To extract the value of |K*| from these

quantities, theoretical information concerning the size of the meson form factors
at zero momentum transfer is indispensable.

In the theoretical limit in which the quark masses mu,m(i,ms are set equal,
the vector charge is conserved and the form factor /+(0) reduces to a Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient. The Ademollo-Gatto theorem [1] asserts that the asymmetries
in /+(0) generated by the quark mass differences are small, of order (ms — rh)2;
rh denotes the mean mass of the up and down quark. As pointed out by Li and
Pagels [24], the coefficient of (ms — rh)2 is however singular in the chiral limit
(mu,m<i,ms —> 0). Since the physical quark masses are small, the occurrence of
a singularity at m, 0 may imply that the form factor /+(0) contains sizeable

asymmetries. The problem is analysed in detail in [25].
The main subject of the present article is the extension of this analysis to the

baryon matrix elements of the weak current. These matrix elements play a crucial
role in the extraction of Vus from the decays

£~ —> ne~ve H~ —> Ae~üe

H~ —» Yi°e~üe A —* pe~üe

In these decays, both the vector and axialvector current

vp - XP
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contribute to the transition amplitude. Denoting the one-particle states by \BP; p >
where P is an octet label, we have

K i^^^-i-

<B,P\V£(0)\B',P'> ü(p) (j^Vh» + i^l{MQa^q"

¦ Jf°V) fa,,,,+WTM^q)u{p)

<B,P\A%(0)\B"1;P>> g(p) (cfgVhV + '^+M^^«"
GfQH(g2) \

The form factors ^(g2) and G^g2) generate negligibly small contributions
proportional to the electron mass. To a very high degree of accuracy the semileptonic
hyperon decays are therefore described by the four functions Fi(q2), F2(q2), Gi(q2),
G2(q2), rather than by a single function f+(q2) as in the mesonic case. Accordingly
the analysis of the data is considerably more complex.

Since the theoretical information about the axialvector form factors G\,G2 is
rather crude, it is doubtful whether it makes sense to use this information in the
analysis, aimed at a measurement of Vus at the 1% — 2% level of accuracy. Both
the relative magnitude of the form factors and their dependence on q2 manifest
themselves in the angular distribution of the decay. One can therefore exploit
the experimental information on this distribution to fix the decay rate in terms
of a single constant, which may be identified with the value of the form factor
Fi(q2) at q2 0. The data on the various baryon decays therefore allow one
to measure the quantities \VUS ¦ i<\ p(0)|, |Ks • F^~n(0)\ etc. without invoking
questionable theoretical models. The essential theoretical information which is
needed to determine |K«| is thus the form factor i*i(0). As it is the case with
/+(0), the Ademollo-Gatto theorem suppresses the asymmetries in i*i(0). The
singularities which occur in the chiral limit may however enhance the asymmetry
substantially. In the following, we analyse the structure of these singularities
in detail. We will present our conclusions concerning the numerical size of the
asymmetries at the end of this work. The method allows us at the same time to
analyse the asymmetries in the form factor F2(0), related to the baryon magnetic
moments.

Our analysis is based on chiral perturbation theory, i. e. on an expansion

of the current matrix elements in powers of the momenta and of the quark
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masses mu,mi,ms. In the chiral limit, the strong interaction is invariant under
SU(3) x SU(3) flavour (chiral) transformations. V„ and Aß are the conserved
currents of this symmetry. The symmetry is implemented on the particle states
in a Nambu-Goldstone realization. The charges of the vector current leave the
vacuum invariant; the charges of the axialvector current spontaneously break the

symmetry of the vacuum. The corresponding Goldstone bosons are identified with
the lightest hadrons — the pseudoscalar mesons. In the real world the masses of
the light quarks do not vanish, but are small. The currents are not conserved;
instead one finds e.g.

d^u^s) i(mu - ms)üs

d^üYl^d) i(mu + md)ü-ysd.

One is thus dealing with an approximate symmetry of the strong interaction with
the quark masses as the symmetry breaking parameters.

The first ideas how to deal with an approximate symmetry date back to Gell-
Mann [18]. Later Pubini et al. [13] introduced the current algebra, which assumes
that at equal times the currents form elements of the Lie algebra of the symmetry
group. Together with PCAC (partially conserved axialvector current) it was used

to calculate current matrix elements. A different approach has been developed
by Glashow and Weinberg [19], who derived exact Ward identities for the Green's
functions and then used pole dominance to obtain quantitative results. In both
methods it is difficult to control the approximations. Dashen and Weinstein [11,12]

pointed out that these two approaches are equivalent to a perturbative expansion
in the small symmetry breaking parameter - the quark mass (chiral perturbation
theory). Since the theory contains massless Goldstone bosons in the symmetric
limit, the expansion in the quark mass involves nonanalytic pieces as was shown by
Li and Pagels [24]. A consistent framework for chiral perturbation theory was given
by Langacker and Pagels [22]. As a reference for further details we recommend
the excellent review article of Pagels [28].

Weinberg [34] recognized that chiral perturbation theory is equivalent to the
perturbation expansion of an effective chiral Lagrangian theory. Using the effective
Lagangian approach, Gasser and Leutwyler [15,16,17] coupled the quark currents
to external fields. This framework is the most convenient one to calculate Green's
functions and S-matrix elements. It has been successfully applied to various meson
matrix elements and recently also to tt — N scattering. Here we use this technique
to investigate the leading corrections of the symmetric limit for the form factors
Fi and F2 associated with the baryon matrix elements of the vector current. The
calculation has been worked out up to one loop in an effective baryon meson theory.

The organization of this article is as follows. In the first chapter we relate the
decay rate and the magnetic moment to the form factors. A description of the
framework and a construction of the effective baryon meson Lagrangian is given
in the following two chapters. We are concerned with the analytic expressions of
the one loop diagrams in chapter 4 using the effective Lagrangian to lowest order.
The next chapter is devoted to the wave function and mass renormalization of the
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baryons. In chapter 6 we investigate the combinatorics of the contributions to a
given physical process. In the last chapter we use approximations of the analytic
expressions of the one loop diagrams in a numerical analysis. We finish the work
with the conlusions. Appendix A is devoted to the conventions and notations
used in this work. The last two appendices contain the list of counterterms of the
effective Lagrangian and the analytic expressions of the one loop diagrams.
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Chapter 1

Decay Rates and Magnetic
Moments

1.1 Decay rates of semileptonic processes
We consider semileptonic processes of the form

B -> B' + e + ve,

where B, B' denote baryons, e the electron and Pe the electron-antineutrino. The
specific decays we are interested in are listed in the introduction. With the
normalization condition of fermion states of appendix A, the decay rate T for such a

process is given by [3,27]

2EB

where

spins

^-|^(p')^(Pe)dMP,)(2T)4<54(p-p'-Pe-p,)^ E Ff,

dfi(p)
(2nf(2Ep)

¦

Since the momentum transfer q in these processes is small compared to My/, the
weak interaction part of the Standard model reduces to the Fermi theory [10,26].
The radiative corrections due to the electromagnetic interaction can be treated
perturbatively [31,30], In the absence of radiative corrections the S-matrix element
T factorizes into a leptonic and a hadronic matrix element

T=*?f< B\Hß\B' > ¦ < /|L"|i/, >
v2

with
L» C7„(l -75H

H„ Vuiü-y^l - 75)d + K*«7/,(l - 75)«-
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Here Gf is the Fermi constant and Vuci, Vus denote the elements of the Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix. The leptonic matrix element is known explicitly

< i|£>, >= Üe(pe)7f,(l - 75H(pfa

The hadronic matrix element is parametrized by the form factors Fi and Gì
introduced in the introduction.

1.2 Magnetic moments
The magnetic moment ß measures the response of a particle to an applied magnetic
field. In order to derive a relation between the magnetic moment and the form
factors, we look at the baryon matrix elements of the electromagnetic current jß.
They are parametrized in analogy to the weak current matrix elements

<BiP\j»(0)\B*;p'> ü(p) (jf°(gV + 'MPQ+2Qa"q"

+#?£M «00 (1-1)

with

Mp + Mq ¦

q7h\3 + -L\»)q. (1.2)
'2V V3

A comparison of the nonrelativistic limit of the right hand side with the Pauli
equation leads to the desired formula [20]. With the conventions used in equation
(1.1) to define the form factors we find

P - MP + MQ
¦ (L3)

The form factors have a direct physical interpretation, e.g. .Fi(O) is the electric
charge, ^'(0) determines the charge radius of the particle and F2(0) is the anomalous

magnetic moment of the baryon.
The electromagnetic current as well as the weak vector and axial vector current

are expressed in terms of quark fields. The baryons are bound states of quarks.
Until now there exists no prescription of the bound states in terms of quarks within
QCD. There is thus no simple way to compute baryon matrix elements. Moreover
we are interested in processes with small momentum transfer. Since QCD is an
asymptotically free theory, the coupling of the quarks and gluons is strong in the
low energy region. A perturbative approach, as it is used e.g. in deep inelastic
scattering of nucléons, is therefore not possible.

There exist two fundamentally different approaches to examine the form
factors. The first one uses a phenomenological description of the baryons based on
the naive quark model [14]. It introduces wave functions for the baryon states
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in analogy to a description of the hydrogen atom. The free parameters which
specify the wave functions have to be fixed by experiment. Having expressed the
baryons in term of quarks an evaluation of the baryon matrix elements becomes

possible. With this approach one can obtain only rough estimates of the
asymmetry of the form factors. It does not have the accuracy needed to determine the
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element VU3.

The other approach exploits only the symmetry properties of the strong
interaction. It is not based on a phenomenological description and on additional
asumptions. As discussed in the introduction an expansion in the quark mass
can be set up (chiral perturbation theory). Using this approach we are able to
determine the asymmetry of the form factor F\(0) to a high accuracy. In the next
chapter we discuss how one can obtain a low energy representation of the form
factors.
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Chapter 2

Exploiting Chiral Symmetry

2.1 Vacuum transition amplitude
Before investigating the baryon-baryon transition amplitude, we first look at the
vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude in the presence of external fields

iz[v,a,s,p] «^nln^. (o i\e —<. vJou()U,'n 7>v,a,s,p \*,,s-)

which is based on the Lagrangian

£ ^°QCD+^{x)Yvß{x)q{x)-\-q(x)^^aß(x)q{x)-q(x)s{x)q{x)+iq(x)^P(x)q{x) •

(2.2)

£qcd -~tTc{G^(x)G^{x)) + q(x)ir(dß - iGß(x))q(x)

where Gß is the gluon field and Gßv is the corresponding fieldstrength tensor;
trc denotes the trace over the SU(3) colour group. In the following we restrict
ourselves to the SU(3) flavour group. The external fields vß(x),aß(x),s(x),p(x)
are coupled to the vector, axialvector, scalar, and pseudoscalar current of the
quarks respectively. They are 3x3 hermitean, colour neutral matrices in flavour
space. We are only interested in the octet part of the external fields vß,aß,P and
therefore put tr(üM) tr(uM) tr(p) 0. The quark mass matrix M

M md

\ ms

is included in the scalar field s(x). Thus CqCD is the QCD Lagrangian with three
massless quark flavours.

The functional Z generates the Green's functions of the quark currents. Their
low energy structure has been studied extensively by Gasser and Leutwyler [16,17].
The path integral representation of Z is given by

eiziv,a,s,p] _ / x>GßVqVq e*'/<rtr c(ia'G*v'a's<p) (2.3)
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The Lagrangian C is invariant with respect to local SU(3) x SU(3) flavour
transformations (chiral transformations), if the quark fields and the external fields
transform as follows:

Qr(x) VR(x)qR(x)

1l(x) VL(x)qL(x)

<(*) + <(*) VR(x)(vß(x) + aß(x))V^(x) + zVR(x)dßV^x)

v'ß(x)-a'ß(x) VL(x)(vß(x)-aß(x))V£(x) + iVL(x)dßVt(x)

s'(x) + iP'(x) VR(s(x) + iP(x))Vl, (2.4)

where VR,VL 6 SU(3) and where qR |(1 + 7s)g,Çt K1 ~~ 7s)? denotes the
right- and left-handed component of the quark field respectively. However the
generating functional Z(v,a,s,P) is not invariant under the full group of chiral
transformations; the quantization leads to chiral anomalies. The general structure
of the anomalies has been given by Bardeen and by Wess and Zumino [2,35]. The
generating functional can be split into two pieces

Z[v,a,s,P] Zanom[v,a,s,p} + Zinv[v,a,s,P]

where the anomalous part Zanom is known explicitly. What has to be done is to
find a representation of the invariant part Z,-n„.

Since the momenta occuring in the physical processes are small, we need to
know the Green's functions or the corresponding generating functional only for
small momenta compared to the scale of the theory, which is of the order of 1 Gev.

Expanding the Green's function in powers of the external momenta amounts to
expanding the generating functional Z in powers of the derivatives of the external
fields. One might therefore expect Z to be a polynomial in the external fields and
derivatives thereof. The low energy expansion of the Green's functions is, however,
not a Taylor expansion; chiral symmmetry is spontoneously broken by the vacuum
of QCD, the Goldstone bosons being identified with the mesons. The Goldstone
bosons generate poles at q2 0 in the chiral limit or at q2 M]^eson 0(M), if
the quark masses are not exactly zero. This leads to nonlocal terms in Z.

The low energy expansion involves two small parameters: the momentum q

and the quark masses M.. In order to find the low energy behaviour of the Green's
functions one has to expand them both in powers of q and M. for fixed ratio M/q2.
Effective Lagrangians form a convenient method to carry out the expansion for the
generating functional coherently [11,12]. One can show that Z has the following
low energy representation

emv,a,s,p] _ fj)Ue' § dAx CMc,(U\v,a,3,p) (2.5)

where CMes is an effective meson theory. The low energy expansion is then
obtainable from a perturbative expansion of the effective meson field theory.
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In the effective theory the mesons are collected in a unitary 3x3 matrix U

U^U 1 detU 1 (2.6)

which transforms linearly under chiral transformations

U' VnUVl VR, VL e SU(3) (2.7)

In what follows we parametrize U as follows

U c*"* (2.8)

where $ is a traceless, hermitean 3x3 matrix in flavour space(see appendix A).
The choice of a linear representation is not the only possible one, however, most
convenient.

2.2 Baryon transition amplitude
In order to analyze the low energy structure of the baryon form factors, we extent
the effective Lagrangrian to

C £Mes+CHM(B,B,U;v,a,s,P) (2.9)

&Mes is the effective meson Lagrangian; it has already been constructed by Gasser
and Leutwyler [16,17]. Chm describes the effective baryon-meson interaction. We
collect the baryons in a 3 x 3 traceless hermitean matrix B, transforming nonlin-
early under chiral transformations (see appendix A) [9,33,4]

B' RBB) (2.10)

R(Vl, Vr, U) is a nonlinear function of the meson field U and Vl, VR, defined by

v! VRuB} RuVl (2.11)

where
U u2 U' u'2 vRuvl.

The baryon field can be expanded in terms of the Gell-Mann matrices Aa

B ~Bay B -^=Ba\a (2.12)

Since we are only interested in transitions involving at most two baryons, we
restrict ourselves to terms in Chm> which are bilinear in the baryon field B. The
Lagrangian Chm can now be brought to a convenient form by extracting the baryon
fields explicitly

Chm BaDabBb (2.13)
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Dab(U; v, a, s,P) is a differential operator containing only the meson field U and
the external fields; an outline is given in the next chapter.

Adding external Grassmann sources for the baryon fields to C

C CMes + CHM + rf£" + Barf

we consider the vacuum transition amplitude [15]

<-(| J(). s _ — JZ(v,a,s,p;ri,r,)

f VU T>B VB û' f dtx C(B,Ë,U;v,a,s,p;ri,7,)

f T>Ue'fdixCM"~ifdixfdiyn°l'xîs°b(x'y',,'''''y'ldet(D)

(2.14)

Here Sab(x,y\U; v, a, s,P) is the baryon propagator in the presence of the meson
fields and external fields; it is the inverse of the differential operator D

DacScb _ S4(x _ y^ab _

The generating functional Z coincides with the generating functional Z introduced
earlier, when n fj 0 and detZ? 1. By definition, the second derivative of Z
coincides with the the baryon propagator S in the presence of external fields

c c

S(x,y\v,a,s,P)= ^k=q=o ¦ (2.15)
ior}(x) ior](y)

Note the difference between S and S, defined above, where S also depends on the
meson field. The Fourier transform of S,

S(p,P'\v,a,s,p) Jd4x Jd\je^x-^S(x,y\v,a,s,P) (2.16)

has poles at p2 — Mp, p'2 Mq. Mp and Mq denotes the mass of the incoming and
outgoing baryon respectively. The residue is proportional to the baryon-baryon
transition amplitude fiF(P,p'\v, a, s,P) in the presence of external fields [15]

F(P,P'\v,a,S,p) =< Po^|p'in >v,a,s,p ¦ (2.17)

In the introduction and the first chapter we have introduced the baryon matrix
elements of the vector and axialvector currents. The relation between the amplitude
T and these matrix elements is given by

<pk-(x)7"^(,)|p'> J^-fl=o
< p|g(x)7Vy<?«|p' > is£c)Jr]a=0 ' (2'18)
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The knowledge of the low energy behaviour of Z or S can thus be used to obtain
an expression for the amplitude fiF and the form factors for small momenta. The
path integral representation of Z in terms of an effective Lagrangian allows one to
determine the low energy structure of Z.

When one is dealing exclusively with mesons, the low energy expansion of Z
reduces to the loop expansion of the effective meson theory. In this case ra-loop
contributions are suppressed by a factor of 0(q2n). For a proof of this statement
see Weinberg [32]. In the presence of baryons the situation is somewhat different.
The mass of the baryons is of 0(1) and goes to a constant Mo in the chiral limit, as

we will see later. Contributions from chiral loops therefore contain a piece, which
is not suppressed. However loops containing only fermions as well as higher order
loops will not contribute to the leading singularities. For a more detailed discussion
we refer to the thesis [21]. Since we are interested in the leading singularities,
we restrict ourselves to one loop diagrams, omitting closed baryon loops. This
amounts to the approximation detD 1 in the path integral representation of Z
(no integration over B, B).

2.3 Baryon propagator
In the last section we have given the path integral representation of Z. This also
induces a path integral representation for the baryon propagator <S. In this section
we give another representation of S in terms of quantized fields, which will be used
in our calculations. We decompose the effective Lagrangian into three pieces

C CMes + CHyp + Cint

where CMes is the Lagrangian of a free scalar field, C°Hyp is the Lagrangian of a
free Dirac spinor field and C{nt describes the interaction between the scalar field
(mesons) and the spinor field (baryons). £,ni is a function of B, B, U and the
external fields; B, B and U have been introduced in the last two sections. We
quantize the theory in the standard manner: the baryon field B and the meson
field U are quantized according to the standard rules for spin 1/2 and spin 0

particles respectively acting on the Hilbert space of states, which is generated by
a Lorentz invariant vacuum state |0>. A representation of S is now given by the
Gell-Mann-Low formula [5]

S <0\TBa(x)Bb(y)\0>
<0*\TB^(x)Btn(v)eiS*'^^^V™+**'>\Oin >connected

(2.19)

This representation of S will be used later to obtain a low energy representation
of the baryon-baryon transition amplitude T and the form factors. In order to be
able to use this representation we first have to construct the effective baryon-meson
Lagrangian Chm- This will be done in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Construction of the Effective
Chiral Lagrangian

3.1 Field content
In the last chapter we have shown how an effective Lagrangian can be used to
derive the low energy behaviour of the baryon-baryon transition amplitude. There
we introduced a meson field U, a baryon field B and a set of external fields. Now
we examine these fields in more detail. In the effective meson theory the meson
field U is described by a unitary 3x3 matrix in flavour space

U]U 1 dett/ 1 (3.1)

transforming linearly under chiral transformations

V VRUVl Vk, VL e SU(3) (3.2)

The covariant derivative of U in the linear representation, VM, is given by [16,17]

VßU dßU-iF*U + iUFL
(3.3)

V ßu — ußu TW ¦£*
ß wßv

where

vM<yt dßW + w^F* - ìf}u*

Ff vß + aß
FL
^A ~ " ' " (3.4)

a„

The baryon field transforms however nonlinearly under chiral transformations (see

equation 2.10). When constructing the effective Lagrangian, it turns out to be

more convenient to work with fields, that have the same transformation law; we
will use only nonlinearly transforming fields. In order to achieve this, we have to
introduce meson and external fields transforming like B. The mesons are collectsd
in the field A„ [16,17]

A, lut(V,ff)ut ,an-Iu(V„tft)u [à-ò)
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where U u2. One can indeed show that

A; RAßtf

We first define a set of fields related to the external fields v, a.

F*v dßF?-dJ?-i[F?,F?}
Fhßv dßFuL-d^-i[F^,F^}.

(3.6)

(3.7)

FßjL denotes the field strength tensor corresponding to the fields Fß,L introduced
above. We further define

pR _ „tp-fl,,r»y - lr, (3.8)
FL uFLu1

where FßjL denotes now the nonlinearly transforming field strength tensor; the
parity even and odd combinations are

F+ pR pL
uy ' inj

pR _ pL
ßlf fif '

The scalar field s is replaced by

<7= 2^u^u + v,1xu^ '

(3.9)

(3.10)

where \ 2B0(s + iP) with B0 being a constant occurring in the meson field
theory, whereas

(3.11)Q 2^u ~ utX«f)

replaces the pseudoscalar field p. All the fields B, Aß, F+u,Fßu,a, g have the same
transformation law under chiral transformations

X' RXR}

In this representation the covariant derivative is given by

[Dß,x} dßx + [rß,x],
with

r„ ì[tfao„u]-£(if+ if)
as the connection; the fields Fß ,L are defined similar to FßI;L

F* - v!F?u

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

In equation (3.13) we have introduced an operator form of the covariant derivative.
A few remarks about the operator Dß are useful:
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• Dß should be viewed as a differential operator as well as a matrix in flavour

space

• Dß acts on everything on its right

• Dß can formally be written as

Dß dß + Tß

• Dß can be treated like any other field

• the use of an operator Dß is convenient in deriving relations among covariant
derivatives of the fields.

The covariant derivative of a field in the nonlinear representation can be expressed
in terms of the covariant derivative in the linear representation. As an example
we state this relation for [Dß, A„]. After some algebra one obtains

[Dß>A„] (dßAv) + TßAv-AuTß
lut(VMV„I7)ut - ìti(V„V„tft)u {ó-ib)

Similar results can be obtained for the covariant derivative of the other fields.
In addition we find two identities between covariant derivatives and fields in the
nonlinear representation, which will prove very useful for the construction of the
effective Lagrangian

[Dß,A„]-[D„,Aß] -\FßU
[DM -[A„A„]-iF+. [Ó-U)

We now examine the properties of the fields under Lorentz- and parity
transformations:

B'B' BB (scalar)
B'~f&B' detA Bj5B (pseudoscalar)

_B'jßB' h»B~ivB_ (vector)
B'is*tßB' detA Aß Bf^-y^B (Pseudovector)
B'aßuB' A„aA/ BaaßB (tensor)

(3.18)a' a (scalar)
Q' detA q (Pseudoscalar)

K K"DV (vector)

K detA Aß" Au (Pseudovector)

* fit/ KaK0 K, (tensor)
p-' detA A/A/ F-ß (¦pseudotensor)

The relations involving B are well known. In order to verify the properties for the
other fields, we look at the meson field in the linear representation U, parametrized
by

U j*
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Since the mesons are pseudoscalar particles, they change sign under parity
transformations $' —<&. This implies

U' U* u' uA

The properties of the fields in the nonlinear representation, (3.18), can now be
derived using the definition of the covariant derivative V^ in the linear representation
(3.3) and the properties of the external fields.

Next we consider the charge conjugation properties of the fields. The baryon
field B is a Dirac spinor; the charge conjugate field Bc is given by

Bc CBT (3.19)

where C is the usual charge conjugation matrix. For any element of the Clifford
algebra T we have (see appendix A)

CTC"1 (-l)crrT (3.20)

cp can be interpreted as the charge conjugation of the element T. For bilinear
forms in the Clifford algebra this implies

(BTB)C BCTBC (-l)Cr(BTB)

where we have used
BTTTßT _ _(2?r5) _

Demanding charge conjugation invariance for the QCD Lagrangian given in (2.2),
we find the following properties of the external fields

sc sT Pc pT

< -v? acß aTß.

For instance
(qf"vßq)c (qf"vßq)

implies vß —vß. The meson field $ behaves like the pseudoscalar external field
p:

$c $T ;

this yields Uc UT,uc uT. Thus we obtain the following properties for the
fields in the nonlinear representation

K ^
Dl -Dl

¦*¦ ßl/
^p+T

ßU

Ci— c
ßU

P-T
ac aT

Qc /¦ (3.21)
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Finally we examine the hermiticity properties of the fields. We have

(BTBy BW-y°B B(^°T^°)B (3.22)

For any element of the Clifford algebra the following relation holds (see appendix
A)

7°rfa0 (-i)ftrr, (3.23)

implying
(BTBY (-l)hr(BTB). (3.24)

For the fields in the nonlinear representation one thus obtains

A* -A,
Dl -Dß

F+t _ F+x ßU x ßl/

JF-t p-ßV ßi/

a* a
e1 -Q. (3.25)

3.2 Chiral power counting
In this section we introduce the concept of chiral power counting. It is very useful
in classifying the terms in the effective Lagrangian and therefore also in obtaining
a coherent low energy representation of the generating functional introduced in
chapter 2. First we look at the mesons. In the chiral limit the mass of the mesons
is zero. If the spatial momentum of the mesons is small, then this will also be the
case for the four-momentum; in this case we have a genuine small four-momentum
q, which can be used for power counting.

If we count the meson field U as a quantity of 0(1), then the derivative dßU
is of 0(q). Since the external fields v, a occur linearly in the covariant derivative
VßU', it is convenient to count them as 0(q). As we pointed out in the last chapter
the low energy expansion of the generating functional is a double expansion in the
momentum and in the quark mass matrix M, with fixed ratio M/q2. Thus M
counts as 0(q2). Since the quark mass matrix is contained in the external field
s, we have to count the scalar field s as a quantity of 0(q2) as well. The field p
occurs in the combination s + ip in the transformation law with respect to chiral
transformations; it is conveniently booked as 0(q2). To summarize we count the
fields as follows :

(7,11 0(1) aß,vß 0(q) s,p 0(q2).

For the external fields in the nonlinear representation this then yields

A, 0(S) F+=0(92) F;v 0(q2);
a 0(q2) g 0(q2) ^-26)
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Dß is counted as 0(q), when it acts on any of these fields, because the connection
and the derivative dß both are of this order. However it is not a priori clear how
to count the baryon field B and the covariant derivative thereof. Since the mass
of the baryon does not vanish in the chiral limit it is not straightforward to extend
these power counting rules to the field B. It does not make sense to treat the four-
momentum of the baryons as a small quantity, because the mass of these particles
is not small compared to the scale of the theory.

In order to examine this problem we look at the nonrelativistic limit of the
baryons. Since the connection Tß is anyhow of 0(q), we only have to look at the
case Dß dß. Moreover we can switch off all the other fields, since they are at
least of 0(q)\ that is we can deal with free baryons. The baryon field S is a four
component Dirac spinor. We write [20]

B--

thereby introducing large and small components in the nonrelativistic limit. The
Dirac equation then reads

d</>

I-Qj- (cTkPk) X + M0 <j>

dx
l~è ('kMt-MoX, (3-27)

where crk denotes the Pauli matrices and pk is the three momentum operator. The
mass Mo is the driving term in these equations. By introducing slowly varying
functions of time

(j> e~,Mai4>

X e-M°'x, (3.28)

one can solve these equations approximately, yielding

OkPk 2
X

2Mo

•I - W*- <»»>

We now conclude: for small three-momentum of the baryons x ïs suppressed
relative to <f> and this is also true for x relative to <f>. The action of (iD0 — M0)
(i§l~ M0) on <f> and x is given by

(iD0-M0)<j> akPkX (3.30)

(iDo - Mo)x <?kPk <f> - 2M0 x ¦

The operator (iD0 — M0) therefore is booked as 0(q), whereas D0 itself has to be
counted as 0(1).
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The elements of the Clifford algebra T in general mix the small and large
components of the Dirac spinor B. It is therefore convenient to introduce the

following counting rules for the T:

I,7o,7s7*><Tiw 0(1) 75,Ik,757o, Vko 0(q) (3.31)

For instance Bf5B contains at least one small component in the nonrelativistic
limit.

According to the discussion above we are thus lead to count the relativistic
fields and the elements of the Clifford algebra as follows:

5,5 0(1) [Dß,B] 0(l), iY[Dß,B]-M0B 0(q), (3.32)

1, fß, 7s7m> <V ^C1) 7s 0(q) (3.33)

The order associated with these operators is the minimal one; some of them, like
[Dß, B], contain in addition a piece of higher order.

3.3 Construction of the effective baryon-meson
Lagrangian

In this section we describe a scheme to construct the baryon-meson Lagrangian
Chm- We require Chm to be a real, flavour neutral, scalar and invariant with
respect to chiral transformations,proper Lorentz transformations as well as C,P,T.
For the construction we use fields transforming nonlinearly; all of them are 3x3
matrices in flavour space. Chm is a polynomial in these fields and derivatives
thereof. According to a theorem of Weyl all invariant polynomials can be written
as traces over the flavour group. In addition one has to form bilinear forms in the
Clifford algebra to obtain a scalar in Dirac space. Thus a general term, containing
only one trace has the form

^(A^BTArrBAa). (3.34)

Ai, A2, A3 denotes any combination of the fields g, a, Aß, F*v, F~ and the covariant
derivative Dß; T is an element of the Clifford algebra. For the moment we restrict
ourselves to this case; the generalization to more than one trace will be done later.
Using the cyclic property of the trace, one can always bring the field B to the very
left, leaving

tr(BTAxBA2) (3.35)

as a general term for Chm- Next to ensure invariance with respect to proper
Lorentz transformations and parity, the tensor indices have to be properly
contracted with gßv or eß„aß.

We still have to check, if a term constructed with this recipe is real and charge
conjugation invariant. For this purpose we write the general term in a somewhat
different way

tr(BT(Au(A2---,(An,B) ¦¦¦))), (3.36)
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where (A\,A2) denotes either the commutator [^Li,A2] or the anticommutator
{Ai, A2} of the fields A1 and A2. The Ai,..., An can be any field except B, B
or a combination of (anti-) commutators thereof. This form turns out to be more
suitable; it is of course equivalent to equation (3.35). Now we derive some useful
formulae.

We first investigate the charge conjugation invariance.

tr(BT(Ai,(A2---,(An,B)---))f tr(B°r(A{,(Ac2 ¦ ¦ ¦ ,«,£<) • • •))

_ (_]\CH—hc„+cr-|-l

¦tv((Ai,(A2---,(An,B)---)frTBT)

¦tr(BT(An,---,(A2,(Ai,B)) ¦¦¦)),
(3.37)

where we have used (see appendix A)

ero-1 (-i)crrT, (3.38)

At (-IfAl (3.39)

The last formula is valid, because Ak is either a field or a combination of (anti-)
commutators thereof; whereas for the product of two fields A1; A2 one obtains

(Ai ¦ A2y (A\ ¦ Al) ±(ATi - AT2) ï ±(Ai ¦ A2f

This is the reason why we will use equation (3.36) for a general term of Chm-
Next we look at the hermiticity property of such a term.

tv(BT(Ai,(A2.--,(An,B)- ¦¦)))* tr((---(B,4)---AÎ)7ort7o-B)
_ i _i"\AiH—\-hn+hr

¦tr(BT(An,---,(A2,(A1,B)) •••)),
(3.40)

where we have used (see appendix A)

TolS. (-l)"rr (3.41)

A\ (-l)hkAk - (3.42)

The trace occurring in the last line of the equations (3.37,3.40) can be brought
to a form, in which the Ak are ordered differently, using the cyclic property of the
trace and the following important identities:

[A, [C,B]] [C,[A,B)] + [[A,C],B]
[A,{C,B}} {C,[A,B]} + {[A,C},B} (3.43)

{A,{C,B}} {C,{A,B}} + [[A,C],B];
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the first one is the well known Jacobi identity. We then obtain

tT(BT(An,---,(A2,(Ai,B))---)) tr(BT(Au(A2---,(An,B) •¦•))) +
tr(BT(Äi,(Ä2---,(Äm, B) •¦¦))),

(3.44)

where Ai,... ,Am are (anti-) commutators of the Ak and where m < n. As an
example we state

tv(BT[A2,{AUB}] tv(BT[Au{A2,B}} + tr(BT{[A2, At],B}

In this case Ai [A2, Ai]. To make sure that a general term X of Chm is real and
charge conjugation even, we take the combinations \(X + X") and |(X + Xe).
From the equations (3.37,3.40,3.43) we see, that X will not drop out in these
combinations only if

(_l)«+~+*.+<* i (3.45)

(_1)Ai+-+fc»+fcr _ i (3.46)

If these conditions are fulfilled, |(X + Xe) is an allowed term in Chm-
We now discuss the extension to more than one trace in flavour space. The

recipe described so far can still be used, however with a few changes. A general
term has now either of the following forms:

tr(BT(A1, (A2 ¦ ¦ ¦, (An, B) ¦•¦))) • tr(Ox) (3.47)

tr(BA1)rtr(A25) • tr(d) (3.48)

If the fields B and B are not embraced by one trace, the equations (3.37) and
(3.40) have to be replaced by

[tT(BAi)Ttr(A2B)}c (-1)^+«+^ tr(BA2)Ttv(AiB) (3.49)

[tr(BAi)Ttv(A2B)Y (-1)*»+*«+^ tv(BA2)Ytr(AiB). (3.50)

A term of the form |(X + Xe) can now always be accepted even if the condition
(3.45) is not fulfilled, since X will never drop out. The formal use of the covariant
derivative Dß must now be handled with care. As an example we give

tr([Dß,B]TB) ¦ tr(Ai) -tx(BT[Dß,B}) ¦ tr(^) - tt(BTB) ¦ tr([Dß, Ai}) ;

note the presence of the last term, tr^), the last trace in (3.47,3.48), can be

any term of the effective meson Lagrangian CMes- The general form of Cmbs up to
0(q4) has been worked out by Leutwyler and Gasser [16,17]. We write CMes as a

sum
CMes CMes + £-Mes + " ' " (3.51)
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where the upper index denotes the chiral order. At lowest order we find

#ie. -\n ¦ tr({A„ A"} + l-F2 ¦ tr(a) (3.52)

where F0 is the meson decay constant.
Using the recipe described above, we can construct all the allowed terms of

Chm- To each of them we can assign a chiral order, using the rules of chiral power
counting discussed in the last section. We write Chm as a sum

Chm CHM + £hm + ^hm + • • • ; (3.53)

again the upper index denotes the chiral order. We are thus able to list all terms
in the effective Lagrangian up to a given chiral order. However not all the terms
we get this way will be independent. In order to find a minimal set of independent
terms we use the identities of equation (3.43) and relations among elements of the
Clifford algebra, given in appendix B.

Finally we derive the connection between the differential operator D, defined in
chapter 2, and the representation of terms involving traces over the flavour group,
given above. Remembering that

B ^Ba\* B -^Ba\a

obts

tr(BT(A1,(A2---,(An,B) •••)))

\tr(\a(Au (A2 ¦ ¦ ¦, (An, \b) ¦¦¦)))¦ BaTBb

BaDabBh.

The differential D is therefore given by

D"b=l-T-tr(\*(Ai,(A2--.,(An,\b) ¦-¦)))

and analogously for terms involving more than one trace. D is thus also given by
the above recipe.

3.4 Effective Lagrangian to O(q)

In this section we give an explicit construction for the lowest order term Chm-
We start with contributions containing only the baryon field B and covariant
derivatives thereof. Following the recipe of the last section we find two independent
terms, leading to

CHM a ¦ tx(BiY[Dß, B]) + b- ti(BB (3.54)
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where a and b are free constants. The first contribution contains the kinetic term.
Without loss of generality we can choose a 1, since the field B can always be
rescaled. The second contribution is a mass term. If we choose b —M0 and switch
off all other fields, the Lagrangian C\,M reduces to the free Dirac Lagrangian. The
parameter Mq is the mass of the baryon in the chiral limit (the quark mass matrix
M. is switched off). Using the rules for chiral power counting, given in section 3.2,
the resulting Lagrangian

Chm ir(BiY[Dß, B])-M0- tr(BB (3.55)

has to be counted as 0(q). Other terms of the same order can be constructed
using the field Aß. One finds

CHM D- tr(Bi7V{Aß, B}) + F- tr(Bi75r[Aß,B} (3.56)

where D and F are free parameters. Obviously combinations involving B, Aß as

well as other fields will give rise to higher order terms. However there might exist
a term involving Aß and [Dß, B] or [Z?„, [Dß, B]] at that order. In the next section
we examine such terms. We will see, that the complete effective baryon-meson
Lagrangian to first order is given by

C'hm tr(Bir{Dß,B])-M0-tv(BB) +
D ¦ tr(Ä7V{AM, B) + F • tr(Si7V[AM, B] (3.57)

3.5 Equation of motion for baryons
In this section we discuss how the equation of motion of the baryons can be used to
reduce the number of independent terms in the effective Lagrangian. In chapter 5

we show in an example that terms proportional to the equation of motion do not
contribute to the matrix elements of interest. The equation of motion is obtained
from the condition SChm 0. If external baryon sources are present, the equations
of motion associated with the Lagrangian CHmi given above, read

iY[Dß,B\- MoB + Drfj»{Aß,B} + Fij5y»[Aß,B] + r) 0

-i[Dß, B\f - MoB + D{B, Aß}iy5y» + F[B, A„]»W + fj 0 -

Before stating some general results we look at an example. Let

x" tr(Bg^(Ai,[Dß,B}))
y" ^{Ba^Ai^D^B}))

(3.58)

(3.59)

and suppose x is charge conjugation even; y will then be charge conjugation odd.
Using the relations (B.l) of appendix B we find

xa -itr(Bja(Au ijp{Dp, B] - M0B) - iM0 ¦ tr(Bja(Ai,B) + ya (3.60)
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The second term no longer contains a covariant derivative. The first one is
proportional to ifß[Dp, B] — M0B; since this combination counts as O(q), the order of
this term is increased relative to x. Moreover it can be eliminated, if the equation
of motion can be used (see equation 3.58). Since x is charge conjugation even, we
have x |(x + xc). The insertion of equation (3.60) in the right hand side of this
relation leads to the combination

ya + (ycT -ti(Biaaß([Dß, Ai],B)

The covariant derivative here acts on Ai and thus counts as 0(q); the order of
y + yc is increased relative to x. To summarize we see, that x is equivalent to
a term with less derivatives acting on B and terms being of higher order, one of
which can be eliminated by the use of the equation of motion. This is a more
general feature. One can show the following results using the relations in the
Clifford algebra, given in appendix B:

1.

tr(BTaß(Ai---,(An,[Dß,B})---))~0,

where Taß aaß or Toß -y5aaß

2.

tr(BT(Ai---,(An,[Dß,B})---))^0,

where T 1 or T 75

3.

tr(BzTß(Ai---,(An,{Da,B})---))~
tr(BiTa(Ai-..,(An,[Dß, B}) •••)),

where Tß jß or r" 7V
4.

e"ß»»tT(BTa(Ai ¦¦-,(An,[Dp,B})• • •) ~ 0

5.

eaß^tr(BTXa(Ai ¦¦-, (An, [Dp, B}) ¦ ¦ •) ~ 0

6.

tr(BTXa(Ai---,(An,[Dß,B})---))~
tr(BTxß (Ai ¦¦-,(An,[D°,B}) ¦¦¦)).
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Here ' ~ ' stands for "equivalent to terms with less derivatives acting on B and

higher order terms ", as in the example above. Some of the fields Ak could be
covariant derivatives. The above formulae can then be used to decrease the number
of derivatives acting on B step by step. In particular this can be done with
the terms we ignored in the last section. They all reduce to the set of terms of
Chm, given in equation (3.57), plus higher order terms. CHm ls therefore the
most general effective baryon-meson Lagrangian of 0(q). A complete list of terms
contributing to C2HM and CHm has been worked out; it is given in appendix B.
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Chapter 4

One Loop Feynman Diagrams

4.1 How to use the effective Lagrangian
In the last three chapters we have given the input, necessary to calculate
measurable quantities like decay rates and magnetic moments. In the introduction
and in chapter 1 we related these quantities to quark current matrix elements; in
chapter 2 we discussed the relation between these matrix elements and an effective

Lagrangian; in chapter 3 we described a recipe to construct this Lagrangian.
Equipped with this information, we now start the calculational part. As was
mentioned in chapter 2, the low energy expansion of the generating functional Z in
a meson theory coincides with the loop expansion of the effective theory. The
loop expansion can also be used for the baryon-meson theory, however there is

one difference: in the contribution which is analytic in the quark mass, higher
order loops are not suppressed. Tree graphs, which involve low energy constants,
also give rise to an analytic contribution. By a suitable renormalization of these
constants the analytic part of the loop diagrams can be absorbed. Keeping this
in mind, we will evaluate the baryon-meson theory to one loop, neglecting closed
fermion loops. The tree contributions will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

The effective Lagrangian consists of a series of terms forming groups of equal
chiral powers. In the one loop diagrams the vertices are taken from the baryon-
meson Lagrangian Chm of 0(q) and the meson Lagrangian CMes of 0(q2). In the
free baryon Lagrangian we include a mass term of 0(q2). The standard rules of
perturbation theory can be applied; we use the Gell-Mann-Low formula (2.19) to
obtain the analytic expressions of the one loop diagrams contributing to the vector
current matrix elements.
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4.2 Geli-Mann basis versus physical basis

We first look at different bases of SU(3). As was pointed out in chapter 2 the
meson field U can be parametrized by a 3 x 3 hermitean traceless matrix $

U e'*

<£ as well as B, the baryon field, can be expanded in a basis of 5(7(3)

B ±=Ba\a B -j=Ba\a * $„A" a=l,---,8.

As a basis we either use the Gell-Mann matrices A" or the matrices Ap, which we
call the physical basis. Both occur frequently in the calculations. The transformation

from one basis to the other is given by [16,17]

\a J2N*pa\p J2NpaXp. (4.1)
p p

The matrix N is a unitary 8x8 matrix; the non zero elements of N are given in
appendix A. In general the matrix N contains the A E° mixing. Here we restrict
ourselves to the limit ra, md; the mixing then disappears. The elements of N
are not real; the matrices \p are therefore not hermitean. Why do we introduce
such a basis? Contrary to the Gell-Mann basis, the components of the fields $,
B, B in the physical basis, defined by

B -j=Bp\p;B -j=BpXp;$ $p\p P =!,-¦-,8, (4.2)

are directly related to the physical particles. For example Bx corresponds to the
TA. In the quantum theory the operators $p,Bp, when acting on the vacuum,
generate the meson states |$ > and baryon states \B > respecticely. The signs
chosen in N lead to phases in the physical states that are consistent with the De
Swart convention [13] (see appendix A). In appendix A one can find the relation
between the components of the fields in the two bases.

The free meson- and baryon propagator in the Gell-Mann basis are not diagonal
matrices in flavour space. On the other hand the corresponding propagators in
the physical basis

< 0|T*p(»)*S(y)|0 > y2ApQ(x-y;mP) (4.3)

< 0\TBp(x)BQ(y)\0 > i SPQ(x - y;MP) (4.4)

are diagonal matrices. Here mp and Mp denotes the mass of the particle
corresponding to the field <$p or Bp respectively. In order to show this for the baryon
propagator, we examine those terms of C2Hm, that contribute to the mass. These
are the following:

tr(cr) • tr(BB) ti(B{a, B}) tr(B[<r, B)) (4.5)
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In the physical basis all of them are diagonal; furthermore the term

tx(B(iYdß - Mo)B (4.6)

is obviously diagonal. We thus see that the baryon propagator in the physical
basis is indeed a diagonal matrix. A similar result can be obtained for the meson
propagator using the Lagrangian C2Mes, given in equation (3.52).

The /- and d-symbols of 5(7(3) in the Gell-Mann basis are well known. They
are defined by

/aie ^tr(AJA6, Ac] dabc itr(Aa{A6, AJ ; (4.7)

fabc is real and completely antisymmetric, dabc is real and completely symmetric.
We define the corresponding objects in the physical basis by

FpQ ^tr(Âp[ÀQ, Äjj D$Q Jtr(Äp{ÄQ,Àjj ; (4.8)

The F- and £>-symbols obey the following relations:

D% NPaNQbN^c dabc F*q NPaNQbN^ fabc (4.9)

±JpQ — Uqp rPQ — -rQP (4.10)

j-ìR* j-ìR T?R * TpR
UPQ — UPQ rPQ — ~rPQ ¦ (4.11)

They are only (anti-) symmetric with respect to the indices P and Q; the last
equation shows, that F is imaginary and D is real.

The physical basis has the advantage of leading to diagonal propagators, which
are useful in the explicit calculations. On the other hand it is not so convenient
to work with the F- and £>-symbols in this basis. Thus we use both bases
simultaneously, switching from one to the other when convenient.

4.3 Feynman diagrams
In this section we are concerned with the analytic expressions for the Feynman
diagrams contributing to the full baryon propagator and the vector current matrix
elements at the one loop level. In order to derive them one usually draws all
possible diagrams and then assigns an analytic expression to each diagram according
to the Feynman rules of that theory. If the theory contains only a few vertices,
this will be the most convenient way to proceed. In our case the effective theory
contains a lot of different vertices having a complicated structure. We therefore
use the Gell-Mann-Low formula together with Wick's theorem [20,5] to obtain
the analytic expression for the relevant Green's functions. Afterwards we are then
able to draw the corresponding Feynman diagrams.

As already mentioned in the first section of this chapter, we only use vertices
of Chm and C2Mes- We are thus dealing with the following terms :
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1.

tr(BiY[Dß, B])-Mo- tr(BB (4.12)

2.

tr(5i7V{AM,B}) (4.13)

3.

ti(Biy5r[Aß,B}). (4.14)

What about the terms in C2Hm, that are proportional to the quark mass matrix
M. contained in the external field a One can take two points of view depending
on how one splits the Lagrangian into a free part C0 and an interacting part £lnt.
Either we consider the quark mass term as part of C0, then the mass of the free

particles includes the quark mass matrix M, or we consider it as part of Cint, then
the mass of the free particles is given by their chiral mass Mo- In the following we
include these terms in the free baryon Lagrangian.

Expanding the matrix U e'* and u — e'*^2 in powers of <£, we find

rß -ivß + t-[$,[$,vß}} + ±[$,dß$} + ---, (4.15)

A, \dß§ - iaß - |[*, »„] + ¦••. (4.16)

For sake of completeness we also give the expansion of a

a 2B0-(M- ^{$, {$, M)}) + ¦¦¦ (4.17)

where B0 is a constant given in equation (3.52) in which the scalar field s has been

replaced by .M. The expansion is given to the accuracy needed later on. It is now
easy to derive the following relations:

tr({A„,A"}) -|tr(ö„$ö"$) + 2tr(<9A$a") - itt(dß$[$,v»}) (4.18)

tr(B(ij"[Dß, B] - MoB)) tr(i7"d„ - M0)B)

|) + itr(B7*[[|,ö,|],J
(4.19)

+ tr(Br[vß, B}) - ìtr(57"[[|, [*,»„]], B]) + ^(^[[f,^f], B])

tr(Ä7V{AM,ß}) -tr(B7V{a/.|,S})-ttr(ä7V{[|,«M],B})
(4.20)

tr(5*7V[AM, B}) -tr(B7V[3m|, *1) - *tr(ß7V[[f,»„], £])
(4.21)
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The first term on the right hand side of the equations(4.18,4.19) is part of the free

Lagrangian C0; all other terms contribute to £,„*, which we write in the form

Cint CMes + £'hm • (4.22)

For the interacting part of CMes and Chm one obtains in the Gell-Mann basis

GL Fo ¦ fahc ¦ *B0„*Ò< (4.23)

CSm labc ¦ Ba-15YBh ¦ (dß$c - fcde$dveß)

_ifabcÈarBb (vc _ ^cäe^dg^e + ì/«*/»«/^.,,/)
(4.24)

where
rbc Ddabc - iF fabc. (4.25)

We first look at the two point Green's function of the baryons:

GPQ(x-y) <0\TBp(x)BQ(y)eiIdixiC'",^\0> (4.26)

The Green's function in momentum space is defined by

(2tt)4<54(p - p')GPQ(p) Jd4x[ dS) eivxe->r'yGPQ(x - y) (4.27)

After some calculation we obtain

çPQ(v). t + MP sPQ I
* + Mp 1L p L Q L * + Mq

G [P)~p2-M2p + ie
Ò

+p2-M2p + ie F^^^ h - M2Q + ie '

(4.28)
where

r d*k 75^-^ + M0l)7^
6 J (2tt)" ((p - k)2 - M& + ie)(k2 - m2Q2 + ie)

' V '
and where

L% =DD*Q- iF F*Q (4.30)

In deriving this result all the external fields have been switched off except the quark
mass matrix M. Here and in the following the meson masses axe denoted by m
and the baryon masses by M. In the calculation we have used the representation
of the free propagators in momentum space, given in appendix A.

Next we examine the three-point Green's function of two baryons and a vector
current. It is given by the functional derivative of the baryon propagator with
respect to the external vector field v

GRPQ(x,y,z) ^^<Q\TBp(x)BQ(y)eifdtx^'"'^\0>\v=o (4.31)
oivß(z)

The expansion of the exponential gives rise to contributions to the Green's functions

involving different powers of £;n(, i. e. different number of vertices. We
consider them separately :
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1. The Fourier transform of GRPQ(x, y, z) is defined by

GRPQ(p,p',q) i3 Jd4x j dSj Jd4zei"xe-iJ''yei'ìzGRPQ(x,y,z) (4.32)

Extracting the overall momentum conservation, we write

GRpQ(P,P',q) i(2ir)464(p' -P- q)GRPQ(P,P') - (4.33)

For the contribution containing one vertex we obtain

GRpQ(vv') - * + Mp t" *' + Mq
WP) - pi-Ml + ie1 j/2-M2Q+ie

(«"*& + ^rflp F$Q2 *& • h) (4-34)

where
f d4k 1 lt „.,l4 -lJ (2n)<k2-m2Qi+ie-

(4'35)

GRPQ(p,p') has poles at p2 Mp and p'2 Mq. The baryon matrix element

of the vector current can be read off from GRPCi(p,p') using the replacements

J* + Mp - t \ f AMq' "fap) -r2 T7Ì ¦ -+ uq(p • (4-36)
p2 - Mj, + ie p'2 - M% + ie

2. For the contribution with two vertices some lengthy algebra yields

Grpq(p,p')
J> + MP i Q Q3 R

~p2-M2p+ie[ 2F3*9iP QlQ> QlQ* 3

A. l Tp r® J?Q* rß l tQï tQi jpQ3 rv\+ p2-LQiQi ^Q2Q3 rPQi ' *& ~ rt^PQs ^QiQ rRQi ' 1i

f + MQ

'pn-M%+ie ' (4-37)

where

IS

r i[J* W-W (4 38)2 J (2*)* ((q - k)2 - m2Q2 + ie)(k2 - m2Qi + ie) ' { ' °>

_i /_**«« *-^amQ2 i
J (2irY7 *((v-kY-ML + ie)7J (k2 - ml + ie) ' ^ }(2*y ' '((p - k)2 - M$t + ie) ' ' (k2 - m2Ql + ie) '

d4k ¦ jy-ff + Mq, 1

(2^)fa 7 ((p' - kf - M2q2 + ie)1 fafc2 - m2Qi + ie)
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3. After a lengthy calculation one obtains for the contribution with three ver¬

tices

GRPQ(P,P')

1>+Mp j l Q Q3 R

JP-MI + ie
'

\ Fg Q3Ql PQ* Q2Ql

«
TP tQ pQ* (jn .j. f + MQ* r T

1> + MQz .mC\
Ji^Q, LQ^ *RQ, ¦ (h - 7 p2_M22+iJe ~ lep2 _^ + -J )J

(4.41)

ïq2 i" »e P" - JWq,

p'2 - Ml + ie '

where

t d4k ^(i> - gXg + M0,)tV - jf) • (PV + p» - 2fc»
1 7 (2*)« ((p - fc)2 - m2Ql + ie)(k2 - M2Qi + ie)((p> - k)2 - m2Qi + ie) '

(4.42)

« _, /¦ _^ tW - g + MQtyfW - ft + MQ3)75^
3 J (2ttY ((p - Ä;)2 - M2q7 + ie)(k2 - m2Ql + ie)((P' - k)2 - M2Qi + ie)

(4.43)
and where Ie is defined in equation (4.29).

All the integrals Ik introduced in this section are related to Feynman diagrams.
The diagrams and their analytic expressions are listed in appendix C. The Feynman

rules in momentum space can be read off from these expressions. Since we
will not use them later on, we don't state them here. An detailed outline of the
calculation is given in the appendices B and C of the thesis([21]). Here we only
describe the main ideas.

4.4 Feynman parametrization
The evaluation of the integrals Ik is done in two steps: the momentum integration
and the Feynman parameter integration. All the integrals Ik can be written as a
combination of integrals of the form

d4k km
F - / d '
Fl - J(2Ï(2tt)4 k2 - m\ + ie

r d4k km
1 (2-kY ((Pi - k)2 -m22 + ie)(k2 -mj + ie)
r d4k km

J (2^(27r)4 ((p2 - A:)2 - m2 + ie)((pi - k)2 -m2 + ie)(k2 -m\ + ie) '

(4.44)
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where km denotes a tensor of rank m. To perform the momentum integration, we
introduce Feynman parameter integrals as follows

Ai--- An+1
/•1 r\
\ dxi---\ dxn— — ——

Jo Jo [AiXi ¦ ¦ -xn + A2(l — Xi)x2 •¦•!„ + • ¦ + A„+1(l - x„)]n+1
'

(4.45)

With the help of (4.45) we can bring all momentum integrals to the form

d4k km

J (2^(2tt)4 [(p - k)2 -M2 + ie]n
(4.46)

As is well known these integrals in general are divergent. They are only meaningful
after regularization; we use dimensional regularization.

4.5 Dimensional regularization
Since we want to use dimensional regularization, we have to extend the Clifford
algebra to higher dimensions. The formulae needed for the calculations are the
following ones:

/-1 \

1 /

(4.47)

where d denotes the number of space time dimensions. Usually the occurence of
75 leads to problems. This is not the case here, since no traces over 7 matrices,
involving 75, occur in our calculations.

We now investigate the integral

{Y, 7"} 2g

{75,7"} 0

752 1

< d,

ddk
~ J (2tt(2-ir)d (k2 -M2 + ie)n

In Minkowski space the integrand has poles at

k0 ±(\/k2 + M2 - ie)

(4.48)
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We perform a Wick rotation in the first component of k in such a way, that we
don't interfere with the position of the poles. We thus substitute

fco iko ¦

The integral / then reads

ddk
¦ f dk 1

1 J (2-kYI-U- ?2_(2n)d (-kl -k2-M2 + ie)n

- •¦(-'),/(lfa + faie).' <"9)

where k is a vector in a d-dimensional euclidean space. The integral can now be
calculated quite easily (see [29]), obtaining

/ i(_l)"_l_ r(rc-f)e(f-n)ln(M*-.t)
_ (4 50)

(4tt)2 T(n)

Here T(x) denotes the Gamma function. After a shift of variables k I + p in I,
we can generate the integrals Gm

r - f ddl l- •••*Mm unu^m~J(2ny(l2-M2 + ie)" (ö)
by applying successive derivatives with respect to pß on I and then putting p 0.

The Gm enable us to calculate all the momentum integrals of the last section in d
dimensions.

4.6 Performing the momentum integration
As an example we perform the momentum integration for the integral /4 explicitly.

ddk 1
T -, 2\*=i f d I

(2-kY k2 - m\ + ie

•(4(V)-^e<f-')Mfa«) (4.52)

Expanding around d 4, we find

l4=(k-*m24 + 1 + m + H^)]> (4-53)

where
o d

n=2--.
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r'(x) denotes the derivative of the Gamma function; terms of 0(r/) have been

neglected. For d ^ 4 a mass scale p has been introduced; the argument of the

logarithm then becomes dimensionless. The momentum integration for the other
Ik can similarly be evaluated, but the involved algebra is lengthy. After the
momentum integration has been carried out, it remains to perform the Feynman
parameter integrations.

Even though simple in principle, the calculation of the integrals Ik is extremely
tedious, involving a lot of technical details and leading to a rather monstrous
result. In appendix C we therefore give only those results, which are used in the
numerical analysis. For details of the parameter integration the reader is referred
to appendix C of the thesis([21]).

4.7 Tree graphs
As already mentioned at the beginnning of the chapter, tree diagrams involving
higher order vertices will also contribute to the matrix elements of the vector
current. They have to be added to the loop contributions. Some of them are
needed as counterterms for the divergent part of the loop integrals. All of them
are proportional to a different coupling constant (low energy constant). Thus each

of these contributions adds a new unknown to the low energy expansion. Although
the low energy constants are in principle fixed by QCD, they cannot be determined
using chiral symmetry alone. The general solution of the chiral Ward identities
contains these constants as free parameters. In order to fix them one has to apply
fits to experimental data or one has to use extra information, like the Zweig rule,
to obtain estimates. In appendix B we have given a complete list of terms, which
generate the effective baryon-meson Lagrangian up to 0(q3). Looking at it we find
the following contributions to the baryon matrix element of the vector current. At
0(q2) we have

/3 • tv(Ba^{FßU, B} + /4 • tv(Ba^[Fßu, B] (4.54)

This leads to the contribution

< P! P|W; Q >= -4 • (/3 Dip + il4 F%p) ¦ üP(P)ia^qvuQ(P') (4.55)

with P, Q representing the outgoing and incoming baryon respectively and R the
vector current. It constitutes the 5(7(3) symmetric part of the magnetic moments
of the baryons. The two constants /3 and /4 fix them completely. They will be
renormalized by the one loop contributions.

The Lagrangian of 0(q3) contains the terms

h ¦ tv(BY{[Dv,FßV],B) + le- tv(B^[[D",FßU],B] (4.56)

The contribution to the vector current reads

< PS -PIW; Q >= 2 • (h DQRP + il6 Fip) ¦ üp(p) (q2r + (Mp - MQ)q») uQ(p')
(4.57)
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This term is needed as a counterterm for the one loop diagrams; otherwise it is
not relevant for our numerical evaluation.

We are interested in the leading 5(7(3) breaking effects of the magnetic
moments. In addition to the loop contributions we find terms in the effective
Lagrangian of 0(q4), which lead to contributions linear in the quark mass. They will
be taken into account in the numerical analysis. Eight independent terms occur
in the effective Lagrangian. They are not listed in appendix B. As an example we
give a typical term

tT(Ba^{Fßu,[a,B]}) + h.c. (4.58)

The complete contribution to the vector current coming from these terms is given
by

< p; P|V£|p'; Q >= (-2)N:PNbQN;R ¦ üp(P)za^qvuQ(P')

¦ [Md (2ki8ab8cd + k2(8ac8bd + 8ad8bc) + k3(daceddbe + dadedcbe)

+k4i(dacefdbe + dcbefade) + ksi(dadefcbe + ddbeface) + kei2(fdbeface + fadefcbe))

+6M°(k7dacb + ik8facb)] (4.59)

Finally there are terms in the effective Lagrangian of 0(qs), which contribute
to the form factor F\ at q2 0; they are quadratic in the quark mass. We find
three independent terms

tr(S7"{[<T, [Dß, a]], B) + h.c. (4.60)

tr(B7*[[<7, [£>„, a}}, B] + h.c. (4.61)

tv(B[Dß,a}) ¦ Y ¦ tr(ffB) + h.c. (4.62)
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Chapter 5

Baryon Self Energy

5.1 Mass and wave function renormalization
For a complete calculation of S-matrix elements one has to take into account the
renormalization of the vertices as well as the renormalization of the external legs.
We are interested in the baryon matrix elements of the vector current. Thus in our
case the external legs consist of two baryons and a quark current. The external
field, which generates this current, has no dynamics. The external leg associated
with it will therefore not be renormalized. The renormalization of the external
baryons will be discussed in this chapter. In order to achieve this we look at the
full baryon propagator. We switch off all the external fields except the scalar field
a and put it equal to the quark mass matrix M..

We take into account the contributions coming from the tree diagrams up to
0(q2) and the one loop diagram with vertices of CHm- ^n chapter 4 we have

investigated the loop contribution. The terms in the Lagrangian, that are linear
in the quark mass, have been chosen to be part of the free Lagrangian. They shift
the mass of the baryons from their chiral value M0 to a mass Mp. The one loop
contribution is proportional to the integral I6- Looking at this contribution we see

that it is of the form

o^ ^^'Wp)-^t^' (51)

where

Spq(p) 4 E LqiQ, lIq, ¦ WQu Q») ¦ (5-2)
^0 QuQ*

The matrix T,pq(P) is the baryon self energy. In general it will not be a diagonal
matrix in flavour space. Only if one neglects A—E° mixing, the self energy becomes

diagonal. Summing up an infinite number of self energy insertions, we obtain

{fi-M- S(p) + ie)-1 (5.3)
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We are only interested in the limit mu md; we then have no mixing and the self

energy as well as the propagator are diagonal. Decomposing the self energy in the
form

Spq(p) Apq(p2)-1> + Bpq(p2)-1

(p2;Qi,Q2)-fi + B8(p2;Qi,Q2)-l

(5.4)

4 E lQlQ2I<lQ,-{A8(p2;Qi,Q2)-fi + B8(p2;Qi,Q2).Ì)
*° Qi,Q3

we obtain the following equation for the physical mass Mph of the baryons

(l - A(M2h)) -Mph M + B(M2ph) (5.5)

Solving for Mph we find

Mph=M + B(M2) + M ¦ A(M2) + ¦¦¦ (5.6)

In this formula we have neglected two loop contributions and Mp^ has been
replaced by M in the one loop integrals. The functions ^48 and B8 are given explicitly
in appendix B. The divergent part of these functions contains a polynomial term
of 0(mq) as well as a term which does not vanish in the chiral limit. The chiral
mass of the baryons M0 and the low energy constants appearing in the effective
Lagrangian C2HM are therefore renormalized.

To obtain an expression for the wave function renormalization Z of the baryons,
we expand the inverse propagator around the physical mass Mph

G-1(p) f(p) (fi-Mph).f'(Mph) + ±U>-Mph)2-f"(Mph) + ..- (5.7)

We thus have

«A-j^jg-*- (5-8)

where the dots stand for non pole terms. Using (5.4,5.7,5.3) we obtain for Z

Z dA...,x „..dB. 1~11

1 - A(M2ph) - 2M2ph—(M2ph) - 2Mph—(M2ph)

3A,„„ _&B1 + A(M2) + 2M2—(M2) + 2M—(M2) + --- (5.9)

In the last step we again have neglected two loop contributions and Mpbi has been
replaced by M in the one loop integrals. Both the nonanalytic part and the
analytic part of Z are properly suppressed; thus the baryon wave function is not
renormalized in the chiral limit.
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5.2 Contribution of Z to S-matrix elements
The LSZ-formalism is the appropriate tool to extract S-matrix elements from the
corresponding Green's functions. In momentum space the Green's functions have

simple poles associated with an incoming and an outgoing particle. The residue
of these poles is the product of the wave function renormalization of the particles
and the S-matrix element. The renormalization of the external legs shifts the
position of the pole and changes the wave function of the particle. In our case

we are interested in the baryon matrix elements of the vector current. With the
replacement

t+M Z-(t> + Mph)

P2-M2 + ie P2-M2h + ie
V ' ;

and the relation (see also appendix A)

Z ¦ (j> + Mvh) J2 Z1/2uph(P; r) ¦ uph(P- r)Zx'2 (5.11)
r

we see, that in the S-matrix element the wave function renormalization leads to a
factor Z1!2 for every external baryon leg. Especially we find for the lowest order
contribution to the vector current matrix element

< p; P\Vg\p'; Q >= üP(p)YuQ(P') ¦ Zp'l ¦ iF%t ¦ Zl£Q (5.12)

In order to illustrate the need to take into account the wave function renormalization,

we investigate a term in the effective Lagrangian, which is proportional
to the equation of motion of the baryons. Such a term should not contribute to
on-shell matrix elements. They are therefore omitted in the list of terms for Chm
given in appendix B. As an example we choose the Lagrangian

C ^tt(B[(X,(iY[Dß,B)-MoB)]) + h.c.

Ba(iYdß - Mo)Bb • 2ifadbMd

- BaYBbvcß ¦ (fad'fcbe + f^fdbe)Md (5.13)

The contribution to the three-point Green's function reads

qRPQ
1 1

¦p - M0 + ie fi - M0 + ie

¦NpaNQbN*RcP(rderbe + f^f^)Md (5.14)

where the matrix N is defined in chapter 4 and is given in appendix A. If we
ignore the wave function renormalization, we would thus find a contribution to
the on-shell matrix element in disagreement with the statement above. Note that
this also contradicts the Ademollo-Gatto theorem [1,26,10]; it states, that there
is no contribution to the vector form factor Fi at q2 0, which is linear in the
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quark mass. Evaluating the corresponding contribution to the two-point Green's
function, we obtain

ZpQ 8PQ - 2iN*PaNQbfadbMd (5.15)

Using equation(5.14) one can now easily show, that the contribution from Z and
the one coming from GRJpQ cancel each other. As a net result there is no
contribution from the Lagrangian C, given in equation (5.13), in agreement with the
Ademollo-Gatto theorem.
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Chapter 6

Combining the Diagrams

In chapter 4 we have loked at the contributions of the one loop diagrams. The one
loop diagrams and their complete analytic expression Hk are given in appendix C.

The explicit expression contains an integral Ik and a sum over flavour indices. In
this chapter we examine the sum over the flavour group. As an illustration we
look at H3

HS(R,P,Q) ^ E F%lRLpQiQìL%3Ql.I*(Qv,Q2,Qz). (6.1)

The sums over the flavour indices cannot be done in a closed form, because the
integral J3 depends on these indices via the baryon and meson masses. If one
evaluates the integral for the special case, when all the masses have their 5(7(3)
symmetric value, it becomes independent of the flavour indices. Using well known
relations among the F- and D-symbols, it is then possible to carry out the flavour
sums explicitly leading to terms proportional to the F- and Z)-symbols.

In general to each individual term of the flavour sum one can associate a set of
physical particles running around in the loop. For example in the decay H° —* E+

we find the contribution

HS(5,1,7) -^ L\4 L7„ • £(7; 4,8) (6.2)

The particles in the loop are the K°, the A and the p. On the other hand for
fixed external legs the flavour sum gives us all allowed sets of particles in the
loop, together with an appropriate weight factor (Clebsch-Gordan coefficient).
An explicit evaluation of these sums has been done for all the relevant cases.
An investigation of the results shows that different diagrams have similar sets
of particles in the loop with similar Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. It is therefore
possible to combine these diagrams; they then form three independent groups. In
what follows we describe this in more detail.

The total contribution of the one loop diagrams and of the leading tree graph
to the baryon matrix element of the vector current is given by
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< p;-PIW;Q > ûp(p) ¦ {zp&F^zgl • Y

-iH? + \e» + iH% + '-El + iH£ - iHÏ) ¦ uR(p')

(6.3)

The first term is the tree contribution including the wave function renormalization
Z, discussed in the last chapter. The remaining terms are the analytic expressions
of the one loop diagrams. The wave function renormalization Z has the form

Zpq 8pq+ E LqiQ2 lIq, ¦ IsiQù O2) (6.4)
Qi,Q2

where J8 is given by

I*(Qù Ofa As(M2h) + 2M2ph ¦ |^(M2J + 2Mph - ^(M2ph) (6.5)

The functions As and Bs are defined in equation (5.4). Combining the appropriate
contributions, the vector current matrix element can eventually be written in the
form

< P; P\V£|p'; 0 >= üp(p) ¦ (iFgpY - H<ï + \k» + iK$) ¦ uq(p') (6.6)

The functions Ki,K2,K3 contain the same sum over flavour indices as Hi,H2,H3
respectively; only the integrals Ik are replaced by the integrals Jk, defined by

JiM(0i,Q2;Q3) l?(QnQ2;Q3) + i?(Qi;Q3\Q) + l£(Q2;Q3\P)

+ \h(Qr,Qz\Q) ¦ Y + \h(Q2,Qz\P) ¦ Y

JïiQuQ2) iï(Qi,Q2) + \iï(QA> + \li(Q2)

J3M(0i;02,Q3) ^(Qv,Q2,Qz)-\h(Qv,Qz\Q)-Y-\h{Qv,Q2\P)-Y-
(6.7)

Thus we have reduced all the one loop contributions of the vector current to the
three integrals Jk- All of them contain a piece proportional to 7^, jct'"'^ and
qß, giving a contribution to Ft,F2,F3 respectively. We decompose the Jk in the
following way

Jk 4V + 42W<-^ + 43V. (6.8)
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Chapter 7

Numerical Analysis of the Form
Factors

7.1 Analysis of jPi(O)

In this chapter we derive numerical results for the weak form factors Fi and F2

at q2 — 0. We first consider J\. In the contribution to Ft, the divergencies
occurring in the one loop diagrams only cancel if the mass splitting of the baryons
is disregarded. In the analysis of F\ we therefore set all baryon masses equal. We
illustrate the sensitivity of our results on the common mass value M0 by considering
two cases: M0 0.9 Gev and M0 1.15 Gev. The first value is an estimate of
the mass of the baryon octet in the chiral limit, the second is the mean mass of
the octet.

If the baryon masses are set equal, the Clebsch-Gordan sums simplify considerably;

the form factor -Fi(O) can then be written in the form

Wu^iFtCS-^E0) ± (Jl +-J« 4fa42>]

1

+ T^[(9^2 + 18FD + 9£>2)J$ + (9F2 + 18FD + D2)J$l]
12l

*i<A-p) j>/S([l + fj£i + fj£>]

h(9F2 + 6FD + D2)J$l + (9F2 + 6FD + 9D3)JJ&]+Î2'

1

+^[(9^2 - 18FU + 9D2)J$l + (9F2 - 18FD + D2)J$l\

Fi(E--,A) |VS([l + f/£> + §$>]
1

+^[(9^2 - GFD + D2)J%\ + (9F2 - QFD + 9£>2)j£>]
12L
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We have defined the abbreviations

J^ (SrfJÖ*
' Jl(1)(mA''m^ J{£

(4~FÔy
' J'){mK 'm^

J^ (4^7 ' J2l)(mK'' m") J^ (4^)2 ' ^W,m-) •

Here JJ denotes the piece in Jk, which is proportional to /yß. The explicit formulae
of the integrals j) ' and J2 ' are given in appendix C.

The coefficients J2 (mj^m,,) and J2 (mjf,m„-) stem from a purely mesonic
loop (no internal baryon lines). Accordingly the explicit expression for J2 only
involves meson masses:

T(i) 1/2 ?s mimi m? ,_„.4' -ïK + ^) + 2^rt!)ln4- (7-1}

Using Fo 0.088 Gev, we obtain

J$ -0.001 J%1 -0.033

The net effect of the purely mesonic graphs is a universal reduction of the weak
form factor F,(0) by 2.6%:

liJ% + J$l)- -0-026.

The same correction also occurs in the mesonic form factor f+*(0). In the case of
Fi(0), there is an additional contribution related to the triangle diagram with two
mesonic and one baryonic internal line, described by JJ^ and J^'.

At the beginning of our numerical analysis we study, if the leading terms in
a chiral expansion of the integral Jx are a good approximation of this function.
When the baryons have a common mass M0, the expansion of the integral j|
given in appendix C, reduces to

t(i) o 7(i) w i 2m\ + 3mxm2 + m\ 2J\ 3 • J\> + —(m1 - m2p + 0(m\' k) (7.2)
ZMo mi + m2

The approximation includes contributions of 0(mq In mq,m3J2). For the leading
term in the chiral expansion we have

41 3J(kI -0-099

Numerical values of the functions JjÀ and J^l are listed in table 7.1 The table
shows that for the values of M0 of interest, this term overestimates the size of
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the loop integral by a factor of order three. The chiral expansion converges very
slowly.

The numerical results for the weak form factor Fi are given in table 7.2. In
the first column we have given the value of the form factor in the symmetry limit
mu rrid ms. The other columns contain the results for F\ normalized to F[Tee.

They include the 5(7(3) breaking to one loop. M0 denotes the common mass of
the baryons. For the evaluation of the loop contributions we have chosen

F0 0.088 GeV F 0.477 D 0.755

The result for the form factor depends on the choice of the baryon mass Mo.
We have studied various values of M0 in order to estimate the induced error. When
changing the value of M0 from the mean mass 1.15 Gev to a chiral value 0.9 Gev,
the form factor differs only by 0.5%. We have taken for F, D the best values of
the 5(7(3) symmetric fit, which are given by Bourquin et al. [6]. A variation
of the F and D values leads to very small corrections in the asymmetry. The
values obtained are strongly channel dependent, varying between 1.5% and 5%.
The small value for the E" -tn transition is due to a positive contribution of the
integral j} which partly balances the contribution of the integral J2

Donoghue et al. [14] have estimated the asymmetry of the form factor jFi in
a bag model calculation. They found a universal value of 0.987 for all AS 1

transitions. In contrast, our results vary up to 3% for different transitions. Only
for the £~ —» n transition we obtain a similar value for the asymmety.

The fact that the contributions generated by the one loop graphs are not well
represented by the leading term in their expansion in powers of the quark mass
presents us with the following problem. The motivation for considering the one
loop graphs is the fact that they generate the leading contribution in the quark
mass expansion of .Fi(O). The one loop graphs however also contain very substantial

nonleading terms and we have included these contribution in the numerical
results given in table 7.2 Can we trust these nonleading terms or should we

expect to find comparable contributions from two loop graphs or from higher
order vertices in the effective Lagrangian? We cannot answer this question. It is
conceivable that the asymmetries in the physical matrix elements are smaller than
what we have found on the basis of the one loop calculation reported here. What
this calculation does show, however, is that processes in which the W interacts
with a virtual meson tend to generate surprisingly large and strongly asymmetric
contributions and we see no reason why other processes should compensate this
effect.

7.2 Analysis of F2(0)

In this section we examine the form factor ^(0). As in the analysis of the form
factor Fi(0), we first neglect the mass splitting of the baryons. Later we consider
the effect of the mass splitting. In our analysis contributions from tree graphs as
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well as one loop graphs are taken into account. For the electromagnetic transitions
the tree contributions to the anomalous magnetic moments F2(0) are

F2(E+) -8M0(lj + l4)-^a((ks + 3ki) + 3k7)

F2(E-) -8M0(lj-l4)~~a((ks + 3ki)-3k7)

F2(E°) -8M0lj-^a(k8 + 3ki)

F2(p) -8M0(lj + l4) + ^a((k8 + 3ki) + 3k7-3k6-9(h + ki))

F2(E~) _8Afo(|-/4)+^a((fc8 + 3fc1)-3fc7 + 3fcB-9(fc5 + *i))

F2(n) -8M0-^-~-a((k8 + 3ki)-3ke)

F2(E°) -8Mo~^~^a(ik8 + 3*,) + 3ifcB)

F2(A) -8Mo^--la((k8 + 3h) + 3k2)

F2(AE°) -8M0V3^-l^3ak2

where

a 2V3tr(\8M)
In the chiral limit, F2(0) is completely determined by the two low energy constants
l3,l4. Usually the magnetic moments of the nucléons are used to fix these constants.
Then the magnetic moments of the hyperons can be expressed in terms of the
anomalous magnetic moments of the nucléons. Coleman and Glashow [8] were
the first who obtained this result. In addition we include the counterterms of
0(mq) in our analysis. From the eight constants given in equation (4.59), k7 and
k8 just redefine the constants l3 and l4\ the other six low energy constants only
appear in five independent combinations. Similarly we obtain the following tree
contributions to the weak transition form factors:

13/ 1
F2(T,°E~) -8Mo- • (~ + l4) - ^a((£8 + 3*,) + h - 3fc6 - 3(h + *,))

F2(pA) -8Mo\\/3-(l-l + l4) + ^y/3a((k8 + 3ki) + 3k7-ke-3(h + ki)+Ak2)
1 —3Z 1

F,(nST) -8Mo-V2-(-^ + l4) + —V2a((k8 + 3ki)-k7 + 3k6-3(h + k1))

F2(AE~) -8Mo^V3-(^- + l4)~^V3a((k8 + 3h)-3k7 + ke-3(h + ki) + 4k2)

F2(Pn) -8M0~V2 ¦ (^ + l4) + ^V2a((k8 + 3*0 + k7 - 3k6 - 3(h + *0)

Fa(AE-) -8M0V3l{ - \\/3ak2
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The loop contribution to the form factor F2(0) can be written in the form

F2(E- -» E°) -L[(9F2 + 18F£> + 9£>2)J« + (9F2 + 18FD + D2)J^\)

- ±-[(-6FD - 2D2)JW + (6F2 - 12FD + 6D2)J$

+ (12F2 - 18FD + 6D2)43)]

F2(A -> p) ^V3[(9F2 + 6FD + D2)J^\ + (9F2 + 6FD + 9D2)jfô]

- ~[(-6F£» + 2Z?2)jf> + (18F2 - 12FD + 2D2)jg]

+ (6FD + 6Z?2)43']

F2(Z- -» n) ^%/2[(9F2 - 18FD + 9D2)J^ + (9F2 - 18FD + D2)J$l]

- ^r[(6FD - 2Z?2)jf> + (6F2 + 12FD + 6D2)jg]

+ (12F2 + 18FD + 6D2)43)]

F2(E- -» A) ^%/3[(9F2 - 6FD + £>2)4X» + (9F2 - 6FÖ + gi?2)/^]

- èr[(6FD + 2Z>2)jf» + (18F2 + 12FD + 2D2)J$

+ (-6FD + 6Z>2)43»]

Similar formulae can be obtained for the AS 0 transitions and for the
electromagnetic transitions. We have defined the abbreviations

JK}"
UwFo)2

' Jl<2)(m*'m") 41 u%F\2
' 4\mK.m*)

^'xm?-^) ^=(sk?^W) ^'-(sk?-#W).
121

Here J), denotes the pieces in Jk, which is proportional to o^qy. The explicit
formulae of the integral j\ ' is given in appendix C.

We begin our analysis of F2 with the study of the chiral expansion of the
functions j{ and J3 '. From the formula of appendix C we obtain

J<2> -4M2 + |7rM0m'+mim2 + m2
3 mi + rn2

+ m2 L.2 ln t£ - m2 ~2 laT72+ °(ml^rk) ¦

4m4 m\ 4m:

m\ — m2 Mq m\ — m2 '" M$

For electromagnetic transitions, where mj m2, this reduces to

j[2) -4Ml+4irMomi+8m2\a.j± + 0(mquaTk).
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The leading terms in the expansion of the integral J% are

42) -4M2 + 4m2ln-2- + O(rrW0,
TTl-t

The approximation includes contributions of 0(mqInmq,m}J2). The leading
I21

term in this expansion is the square root singularity in the function J\ It has

already been calculated by Caldi and Pagels [7], using dispersion integral
techniques. We can reproduce their result, if the Goldberger Treiman relation [10,26]

is taken into account. Numerical values of the functions J^, J^l and J^3\jj(,J^
are listed in table 7.3 It turns out that the leading terms in a chiral expansion
are not a good approximation of the loop integrals. In our analysis of F2(0) we
thus do not use the approximated formulae.

The magnetic moment is related to the electromagnetic form factors .Fì(O) and
F2(0) by

PQ_F?QiO)-F2PQ(0)
^ MP + MQ

y ' '
Data on magnetic moments are usually given in units of nuclear magnetons

cPQ
,PQ _ 5

V 2Mp

Table 7.4 contains the magnetic moments of the baryons, which are experimentally
well known.

The experimental data for the magnetic moments of the baryons are used to
fix the low energy constants /3,(4 and *,-. We are then able to predict the magnetic
moments for weak transitions. The way to use this information is however not
unique. Either F2 is taken to be 5(7(3) symmetric, then physical masses have
to be used in equation (7.3), or p is symmetric, then MP and Mq have to be

replaced by the common baryon mass M0. We applied various fits to the low energy
constants in order to estimate the induced error in the prediction of the weak
magnetic moments. The results which we have obtained when loop contributions
are neglected, are listed in table 7.5.

In the first two columns only a fit of Z3 and l4 has been used to predict p; the
last two columns contain a fit with all low energy constants. The results show,
that the uncertainties in the prediction of \x are reduced from about 20% with a fit
of two parameters to about 10%, when all seven parameters are fitted. In the rest
of our analysis we take the loop contributions into account. For the prediction of
fj, we use a fit of all seven parameters. Both procedures to fit the data have been

applied. Table 7.6 contains the obtained results, when physical masses are used
in equation (7.3). The first column contains the prediction for p, when only tree
contributions are used. In the second and the third column loop contributions with
different values of the common baryon mass M0 have been taken into account. In
most transitions the predicted value of p. changes by about 20%.
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Finally we use physical masses in the loop to predict fi. This is possible, because

even with physical baryon masses, the loop integrals are free of ambiguities. The
analytical expressions used in the numerical evaluation are extremely cumbersome
and are therefore not given in this article. The results are listed in the last column
of table 7.6. In this case, the tree level prediction is corrected for most of the
transitions by about 10%. We are thus able to predict the weak magnetic moment
and the weak form factor -F2(0) within an accuracy of 10%.
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exact result chiral approximation
M0 0.9 Gev Mo 1.1511 Gev M0 0.9 Gev Mo 1.1511 Gev

J(1) -0.0003 -0.0006 +0.003 +0.002
t(1) -0.0312 -0.0400 +0.038 +0.008

Table 7.1: -Fi(O): Chiral approximation of the integral j{

Ff«(0) Fioop(0)/Fìree(0)
M0 0.9 Gev Mo 1.1511 Gev

(EUE-) i
2

1 - 0.050 1 - 0.057

(pA) K3 1 - 0.050 1 - 0.057

(nil-) K2 1 - 0.016 1 - 0.013

(AS") \V3 1 - 0.039 1 - 0.043

Table 7.2: Results for Fx(0)

exact result chiral approximation
M0 0.9 Gev Mo 1.15 Gev Mo 0.9 Gev Mo 1.1511 Gev

t(i) -0.910 -1.779 +1.128 -0.088

JA'ir -1.229 -2.294 -0.429 -1.636
m -3.142 -5.648 -1.675 -2.875
j¥ -3.321 -5.694 -1.691 -2.980
4J> -2.957 -4.683 -2.418 -4.072

Table 7.3: i^(0): Chiral approximation of the integrals J| and J3

eQ
(E+) +2.379
(E") -1.14
(P) +2.793
(Sfa -0.69
(n) -1.913
(HU) -1.250
(A) -0.613

Table 7.4: Data from experiment
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Fit of (3, l4 Fit of (3, (4, *,
M0 Mphys M0 Mphys

(A) +0.510 +0.401 +0.330 +0.437
(AE°) +0.883 +0.718 +0.712 +0.738
(E°E-) +1.254 +0.936 +0.907 +1.004
(pA) +1.289 +1.155 +1.081 +1.054

("£-) -0.389 -0.355 -0.214 -0.276

(AS-) +0.406 +0.313 +0.421 +0.357
(Pn) +1.773 +1.773 +1.773 +1.773
(AE-) +0.883 +0.716 +0.786 +0.773

Table 7.5: Results for pPQ from tree contributions

tree level 1-loop 1-loop
Mo 0.9 Mo 1.15 M Mphys

(E°) +0.437 +0.437 +0.439 +0.431
(AEU) +0.738 +0.891 +0.925 +0.810
(E°5-) +1.004 +0.768 +0.770 +0.853
(pA) +1.054 +0.776 +0.759 +0.894
(nE-) -0.276 -0.235 -0.226 -0.224
(AS-) +0.357 +0.276 +0.264 +0.393
(pn) +1.773 +1.630 +1.633 +1.827
(AE") +0.773 +0.690 +0.692 +0.745

Table 7.6: Results for fiPC) including one loop contributions
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Summary and Conclusions

In the last years a considerable amount of data on the rates of the semileptonic
hyperon decays have been accumulated. In particular a series of high statistic
experiments has been performed at the SPS at CERN in 1982 [6]. The accuracy
of the data is at the level of l%-2%. In order to be able to use this information
for a determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element |VU,|, one has to
know the vector form factor .Fi(O) very precisely. Until now most of the data
on baryon decays have been analysed with the assumption of exact 5(7(3) vector
symmetry. With the precision of the new data it is necessary to take symmetry
breaking effects into account.

As the main part of this article we have analysed the asymmetry of the vector
form factor i"i(0). In addition we have investigated the symmetry breaking for the
magnetic form factor F2(0). We have calculated these form factors using chiral
perturbation theory. The computation has been performed in the framework of
an effective Lagrangian. The corrections to the 5(7(3) values of the vector form
factors have been obtained from a one loop calculation using vertices of 0(q). We
have derived the leading terms in a chiral expansion of the form factors F\ and F2

of the weak and electromagnetic current. Caldi and Pagels [7] have calculated the
leading correction to the 5(7(3) value of the form factor F2(0); it is of 0(m]J2). We
have reproduced this result using the Goldberger-Treiman relation. In addition
we have computed the correction proportional to m, lnm,. As already observed
by Caldi and Pagels these corrections turn out to be large. Chiral perturbation
theory is perfectly well defined. However, the leading terms in a chiral expansion of
the loop integrals are not a good approximation of these integrals. The expansion
can therefore not be used in the analysis of the one loop graphs.

The asymmetry of the weak form factor Fi(Q) generated by one loop graphs
turns out to be substantial, varying between 1.5% to 5%. The errrors associated
with these graphs are very small. The main uncertainty stems from higher
order effects, including a contribution proportional to (rh — ma)2, which we did not
attempt to estimate. In contrast to the results of bag model calculations, the
asymmetry for AS 1 transitions strongly depends on the channel. The determination

of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element Vus from semileptonic hyperon
decays is significantly affected by these asymmetries.

In the analysis of the weak form factor F2(0) the contribution of the countert-
erms proportional to m, have been incorporated. The seven low energy constants
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have been fitted using the experimental data of the magnetic moments. It was
then possible to predict the weak form factor ^(0) within an accuracy of 10%.

Their contribution to the decay rates is kinematically suppressed. Our results may
however be useful in an analysis of the angular distribution of semileptonic decays.
By using only vertices of O(q) in the loop contributions, the mass differences of
the baryons have not been taken into account. They only show up in the effective

Lagrangian of 0(q2); at 0(q) all baryons have their common chiral mass M0.
The loop contributions affect the prediction for .F2(0) by about 20%. In order to
study the influence of the mass splitting, we have evaluated the loop integrals with
physical baryon masses. It turns out that the mass differences reduce the effect of
the loop contribution to about 10%. In a complete calculation one would have to
compute all 1-loop contributions involving vertices of 0(q2) and in addition the
2-loop contributions with vertices of 0(q). We have analysed the part of the 1-loop
diagrams with higher order vertices, which is nonanalytic in the quark mass. The
2-loop contributions have not been investigated.
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Appendix A

Conventions and Notations

A.l Metric, Dirac matrices and spinors
In this appendix we collect the basic conventions and notations used in the thesis.

1. Metric tensor:

<r g.» -i
-i (A.l)

2. Scalar product:
a • b aßbß gß"aßb„ (A.2)

3. Levi-Civita tensor:

(1
if (p, v, a, ß) is an even permutation of (0,1,2,3)

—1 if it is an odd permutation (A.3)
0 otherwise

4. 7 matrices:

{r,Y} 2<r-i
7o To

7,- -li
Y 75 Ì7°717273

7s 75

752 1

{75,7"} 0 (A.4)
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5. Commutator of 7 matrices:

<7'ILV

2

[7VI 0

[7*, 7"

2

6. Hermitean conjugation:

7V -e^OaP
io*" g»» - YY -9"" + YY

\{^,Y) ^vaßYiß

lw,Y] -i9ßaY + igvaY (A.5)

7°7fa° -y^t

7°757° -75t
-,0 5 *i 0 (757")t

0 air 0
~f<? Y («7«")+

7. Charge conjugation:

8. Dirac equation:

(A.6)

CYC'1 -YT
cYc-1 YT

CYYC-1 (YYf
Ca^C'1 -K")T (A.7)

(i> - M)u(p; r) 0 (A.8)

û(p;r)(i> - M) 0 (A.9)

9. Normalization of spinors:

ü(p; r)u(p; s) 2M8rs (A.10)

u\p; r)u(p; s) 2Ep8rs (A.11)

where Ep y/p2 + M2

10. Projection operator:

^2u(p;r)®ü(p;r) =fi + M (A.12)
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11. Gordon identities:

û(p; r)Yu(P'; s) ~û(p; r) (r" - io^q„) u(P'; s) (A.13)

"(P! r)YYu(P'\ s) ^«(p; r)Y (q* - io^r») u(p'; s) (A.14)

where rß=p'ß + Pß and qß p'ß - pß

12. Normalization of fermion states:

< p; r|p'; s >= 2Ep(2ir)383(p - g)8rs (A.15)

13. Invariant measure:

/(sfe (AI6)

14. Fourier expansion of spinor fields:

B(x) E / {2*Ï2E ("(P! r)b(p; r)e-'^ + v(p; r)d\p; r)e*") (A.17)

Nearly all conventions are taken from the textbook of Itzykson and Zuber [20];
exceptions are the normalization of spinors, the normalization of fermion states
and related formulae. In u(p; r) the argument r denotes the polarization of the
particle; p is the three momentum of the particle. In all objects carrying a flavour
index, it has not been indicated explicitly.

A.2 Baryon fields and meson fields

B=^=BA\A;B ^=BAXA;$ $A\A A l,---,8, (A.18)

where A^ are the generators of 5(7(3) in the physical basis. They are related to
the Gell-Mann matrices Aa by

~^A ^2NAaK a,A l,---,8 (A.19)
a

>a £^faA X>^fa^ (A.20)
A A

The non zero elements of the matrix TV, TV^, are [16,17]:

Nn N44 Nee N77

N2i N54 —

-1
V2

1

V2
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/Vl2 iV22 Ar45 N55 N67
— I

V2

N77
i

71
N33 N88 cos(e)

N83 — sin(e)

N38 sin(e)

tr(\3M)
ti(\8M) '

vhere
I mu \

M \ md

\ rn, J

is the quark mass matrix. Neglecting 5(7(2) splitting, the mixing angle e is zero.
The matrix N is a unitary 8x8 matrix. We thus have

J2N'AaNBa 8AB
a

^NX,NM Sab. (A.21)
A

The components of the fields in the two bases are related by

A A

Ba *£NAaBA
A

Ba Y,N*A«BA
A

v? £AUn
A

K" Zn'aM.

In particular we find

k ^(vr+ivn
Vf fyvf + iVf).

The components of the fields in the physical basis BA,$A can be identified with
the physical particles:

Bi E+ B2 E" B3 E° B4 p
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Bb E' ,Be n ,B7 E0 ,B8 A

$! 7T+ $2 ix~ $3 t0 $4 K+

$5 K' ,*6 K° ,*T K° ,$8 r; •

The baryon matrix ß and the meson matrix <3> then take the form

/^A+^EO -E+ \

V

$
/vV? + >°
V

7T

-7T+ -K+ \

-7?°

(A.22)

(A.23)

7*1- J

Let 6]\(p; r) be the creation operator in the Fourier expansion of B8(x) A(x); it
generates the physical state |A >

|A;p;r >= b{(p;r)\0 >

with similar relations for the other states. The choice of the matrix N agrees with
the phase conventions of Condon-Shortley and De Swart [13].

A.3 Free meson and baryon propagators
The free propagators in the physical basis are

<0\T*tn(x)*£(y)\0> AA(x-y)-8AB

d4k 14, r <n -ik(x-y)
(2tt)4 k2 - m\ + ie

(A.24)

<0\TBAn(x)B*R(y)\0> iSA(x-y)-8AB
d4k # + MA

SA(x - y) J
(2tt)4 k2 - M\ + ie

-ik(x—y) (A.25)

where F0 is the meson decay constant, mA is the meson mass and MA is the baryon
mass.
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Appendix B

Effective Baryon-Meson
Lagrangian

In chapter 3 we have given a recipe to construct the effective baryon-meson
Lagrangian. It turned out that the most general term with two baryon fields and n
other fields has two distinct forms. Either the baryon fields are embraced by one
trace over the flavour group or they are standing under separate traces. In order
to check the charge conjugation property of a term we use (anti-) commutators of
the fields instead of products. We define a quantity c by

c — Ci-\ h cn + cr

where cj, denotes the charge conjugation of the field Ak- For the class of terms with
one trace only we then find the following combinanations of the fields At,... ,An:

1. for n 1

If c is even one can build two independent terms with even charge conjugation

{AUB} [AUB]

The first term is an abbreviation for the expression

i(tr(5r[A1,S])+tr(JBr[^1,S])c)

If c is odd there is no such term.

2. for n 2

If c is even we have the four independent terms

{Ai,{A2,B}} [Ai,{A2,B}\

{Ai,[A2,B}} [Ai,[A2,B]]
If c is odd we find

{[AUA2],B] [[AUA2],B]
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3. for n 3

For even c we can build the following 12 terms

{Ai,{A2,{A3,B}}} {Ai,[A2,{A3,B}}} [AU{A2,{A3,B}}\

{Ai,{A2,[A3,B}}} \AU[A2,{A3,B}]} [Ai,{A2,[A3,B]}}

{Ai,[A2,[A3,B}}} [Ai,[A2,[A3,B]}} {{Ai,[A2,A3]],B}

[[AU[A2,A3}},B] {[A2,[Ai,A3]\,B) [[A2,[AUA3]],B]

If c is odd the independent terms are

{[AUA2},{A3,B}} {[AUA2},[A3,B]} [[AUA2],{A3,B}}

[[AUA2},[A3,B]} {[AUA3],{A2,B}} {[AUA3], [A2,B]}

[[AuAs],{A2,B}] [[Ai,A3],[A2,B]} {[A2, A3],{AUB}}

{[A2,A3],[Ai,B]} [[A2,A3},{Ai,B}] [[A2,A3},[AUB]]

A further reduction of terms might still be possible, using identities in the
Clifford algebra. Those which are used in chapter 3 are

iaaß gaßl - 7<V -ga"l + 7"7Q

\Wa,Y) \{[Y,1%Y] e^Yl,
\{a°rYi illY,i%Y] -K9a"iß - g0*!") ¦ (B.i)

In the following list we give all allowed terms of the effective baryon-meson
Lagrangian up to 0(q3); terms proportional to the equation of motion have been
omitted.

B.I Terms of O(q)

tr(Bir[Dß, B) - MoBB) tr(Bt7V{A„, B})

B.2 Terms of 0(q2)

tv(B{a,B}) ti(B<7^{F+,,B})
tr(Bia^{[Aß,AA,B}) tr(B{Aß, {A*,B}}) tv(BiY{^ß,{A„,[D\B)}})
tr(BB) ¦ tr(cr) tr(J55) • tr(A„, A") tv(BiY[Dv, B}) ¦ tr(A^A^)
tr(£A") • tr(AßB) tr(BAß) ¦ ia"v_ ¦ tr(AvB)
tv(BAß) ¦ i-f ¦ tr(AV[D», B)) tr(BAß) ¦ tx(Au[D», [£>", B)))
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B.3 Terms of 0(q3)

tr(BY{ß,B}) tr(BY{[D»,Aß},B}) tx(BY{[D,F^u},B})
tv(BYY{[D", F-], B}) tr(^V{[AM, [D\ A„]], B})
tr(Ä7"{[A„ [D", Aß)], B}) tr(Ä7V{A„ {a, B}})
triBiY{Aß,{e,B}}) iv(BYY{[W,Ft],B})

,livaßir(Bilß{Av,{F+ß,B}})-e
ix(BiYl,{Av,{F:ß,B}})-e^

ILuaß

tv(BY{[AAFßl/],B})
tx(BiYY{Aß,{A",{Av,B}}})

tr(BY^{[Aa,F+u],[Da,B}})tr(BJß{[Aa,Aß},{A„,B}})-e „ „
tr(Sa^{Aa, {F", [D°, B}}}) tr(Bl7«{[Aa, [Dß, Aß}}, [D°, [D?, B}}})
tr(Ä7V{[Aa, {A„, {Aß, [D°, [D", B}}}}})
tr(BYB) • tr(ß) tr(Bi7V{AM, B}) - tr(a)
tr(BiißB) ¦ triAvF+,) ¦ e»""* tr(BiYl,B) ¦ iv(AvF;ß) - e""«"

ti(BiYY{Aß, B}) ¦ tr(A„A") tr(5i7_V{A„ B}) - tr^A")
tr(B7flB) • tr([A„, A„]A„) • eT"" ti(Ba^[Da, B}) ¦ tr(AaFßl/)
tr(Bi7V{A0, [D, [D", B}}}) • tr(AMA^)
tr(Ä-757"[£>«, [D*3, B}}) • tr(AM{Aa, A,})
tr(BAß
tr(BA"
tr(BA„
tr(BAß
tr(BA"
tr(BA"
tr(BA„
tr(BAM
tr(BAM
tr^BA,,
tr(BA"
tr(BAß
tr(BAß
tr(BAß
tr(BAß
tr(BAß
tr(BAß

%YY

¦ iYi
¦lu
¦ ìYy

tr(aB)
tr(F-B)

t<F~ßB)

ti(BAß) ¦ Y ¦ tr(ßfl)
tr(SA")-7V-tr(F+ß)
cßfOtß tv(BAß) ¦ i7lr ¦ tr(F+ßB) ¦ e.jivaß

¦ tr([A„, Aß}B) ¦ e^^ tr(BA") - iYY ' tr([AM> A„]B)
¦ tr({Aß, A„}B) tx(BAß) ¦ iYY ¦ tr({A", AV}B)

¦ tx([Dß, A„]B) tr(BAJ ¦ Y • ^{[D\ A„]B)
tvig[D», B\) tx(BAß) ¦ i-fo»» • tr([A„, Aa}[Da, B})

tr([A„, Aa][D", B}) tx(BAß) ¦ 7V" ¦ tr({A„, Aa}[Ba, B])
75<r'"' • tr(F+„[Da, B}) tv(BAß) ¦ Y""" ¦ tr(F+ [£>", B])
a"" • tr(F- [£>«, B]) tr(BAJ ¦ <r™ • tr(f"„[D", B])
•tr(F-[D",B]) tx(BA»)-i-tx([Dß,Au}[D»,B})
i • tr([0", A„][Z?",B]) tr(BA„) • ia"" ¦ tr([A,, Aa}[Da,B})

tr([A„,A0][Z?M^,fl]])
tr({A„Aa}[BMB^,B]])

¦ tr({A„, AQ}[B", [B«,B]]) tr(BAJ • z7V ¦ tr(F+[£>", [U",B]])
fa° • HKa[Du, [D", B}}) tr(BAß) ¦ Y ¦ tr([A,, Aa][C, [B", B]])
7" • tr([£>„, AQ][B", [D", B}}) tr(BAß) ¦ i ¦ tr([B„, AJ[Z>", [£>", [!?«, B]]])

iY°ua

¦Yy
¦ iYY
iYY

In the list a term X is an abbreviation for |(tr(X) + tr(Jf)c); a term in the list
represents all combinations of (anti-) commutators allowed by charge conjugation,
as discussed above.
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Appendix C

Feynman Diagrams and Explicit
Formulae

C.I Feynman diagrams
In chapter 4 we stated the analytical expressions of the one loop diagrams for
the vector current matrix elements of the baryons. In the following we list these

diagrams and the corresponding analytical expressions; the integrals Ik are given
in chapter 4.

M
«fe

"CL
P«

Bf ü(p) - -2LBMAl LAX F°iAt ¦ If ¦ u(p>) (C.l)

P,E

w
«*3

r,<ü

HS ü(p) - ^LAAìM LBMM FA\2 ¦ IS ¦ u(p') (C.2)

P,B
%*

P,<5

HS ü(p) - -LlaMAi Lbmm FA>Al ¦ IS ¦ u(p') (C.3)
¦^0

r£
%X

— *P,« al

SS ö(p) ¦ -ÌL^3 LA\B *& ¦ IS ¦ u(p') (CA)
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9.1 ,À
N w

¦ ^r,*

A
P,E *s
p,q

#2" ö(p) - ^FJ^ F^2 F?M, • J? • u(p') (C.5)

B4 û(p) • ^Ä F^2 FA'M -14 ¦ u(p') (C.6)

«2

S fio"
>1 r B (C.7)

Solid lines represent baryons, dashed lines mesons and wavy lines the vector
current.

C.2 Formulae for As and Bs

In chapter 5 we have parametrized the self energy of the baryons in terms of the
functions A8 and B8. We write the results in the form

Oi • k + Q2 + Q3 In
V a0

n 1 2 m/2, /2ao + aa + (a? - 4a0a2)1/'2
+ Q4(a{ - 40002)' In ^ ; H—^ ÏÏ75V2ao + ai - (a\ - 4aoa2y'2

1 tv/,n fa /47r//2\ 1, / 4?rp2
k - + r'(l) + -ln —— +-ln -

r\ 2 \ a0 2 \a0 + ai+a2
a0 m2 ai M2 — m2 — p2 a2 p2

We introduced the abbreviation m2 for mç, and Mi for Mq, The coefficient
functions Qk are given by

1. for A8

Oi i(2m2 + 3M2-p2)

O2

Qz

1

2^
1

4p
1

(-Mi4 + 5M2p2 + M\m\ - 2p4 + 3p2m^)

-(Mf - 3M4p2 - 2M4m^ + M2m^ + p2m42)

Q4 -^-(-M4 + 2M2P2 + M2m2-p4+P2m2)
4p
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2. for B8

Q, M2 + m22

Q2 M2 + 2m22

1
Os ^(~M2P2-M2m2 + m42)

ml
04 -2

2p2

C.3 Formulae for the Jk

The functions Jk have been calculated for physical masses in the loop and on the
external legs, and for arbitrary q2. Even for q2 0 the obtained formulae are
extremely long, filling several pages. In our opinion it is therefore not worthwhile
to present them here. For the interested reader the general results are available.
In the following we fist approximations for the formulae of Jk which are used in
the numerical analysis of the form factors.

The function J2 only contributes to the form factor F\ ; for q2 0 it reads

_d> 1, mimi m2 ,-._¦,4» -ïK + ^) + ^f=t|)ln4- (es)

A representation of the function J\ at q2 0 can be given in terms of rational
functions Hko of the physical masses. When all baryons have a. common mass Mo,
it has the form

2 2mi. „ roJjK, m2; Mo) B20 + B50 • ln(^) + H40 ¦ ln(^)
+ B60 - (-2)ifa2(m2) • arctan(I/1/2("^)) + B70 • (-2)zfa2(m2) • arctan "^^m2

(C.9)

where

v(x) AMqX - x2

The function Ji contains a piece Jj proportional to Y, which contributes to the
form factor .Fi(O) and a piece j{ ' proportional to a""q„ contributing to the form
factor ^(0). We give the coefficient functions for Jj and j\ ' separately. For

j] '(m2,m2;Mo) the coefficient functions Hko are:

B20 — T(-3ro2 - 3m2)

__
—m\ + 3m\m\ - 3mJro^Mo

40 ~ -2m2M02 + 2m2M02
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3m\m22(-m22 + Mq2) + rof
B50

#60

B70

TW/

-2m2Mg + 2m\Ml
rof + m\(-3m\ - 2M02) + lOro^ro^M^

-2m\Ml + 2m\Ml(m22 + 4M02) - 8rolM04

m\m\(3m\ - 10Mo2) + m42(-m\ + 2M52)

2m?M02(-ro2i + 4M02) + 2m22Ml(m22 - 4M02)

For <7{ '(m2,m2; Mg) the coefficient functions Bjt0 are:

B20 ì(8m2 + 4(2m2 - 3M02))

4)\/f2
B40

B50

B60

B70

4m« - 12m4M02

-3m\M02 + 3m^M02

4m4(-m2 + 3M02)

-3m?M02 + 3ro^M02

-4m4 + 4mjM02

-3m?M02 + 3m^M02

4ro|(m| - M02)

-3m?M02 + 3m2,M02
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